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summary
The trophic status (measuredby the summer phosphorus content) of a broad
spectrumsampleof 26 scottishlochs(VolumeI), generallycorrelateswell (r2
= 0.71) with annual mean, lake-wide,flushing-correctedP levels predicted
from:
(3) land use and human occupancy of the catchments, combined with
appropriate(published)P exportcoefficientsfor estimatingloadings
frome.g. arable land, forestareas,rural communities,and fishfarms.
(ii) information on rainfall over the catchments, for flushing rate
calculations.
The measuredand predicted values do not correspond so well for everyloch
sampled. Various reasons for this are discussed (Volume /I).
/n arrivingat these conclusions,the projecthas generated an extensivebody
of new limnologicalinformationfor Scotland. It examined a range of waters
'varyingin orders of magnitude in terns of biological, chemical (waterand
sediments)and physical features.
The various issues, analyses and interpretations covered in this
eutrophication study, are presented with reference to the following
relationship:
pressuresx sensitivityfactors= responses
Pressuresconcernthe (predicted)burdensof P. sensitivityfactorsinclude
loch size (especiallythe mean depth)and flushingrate. The responsesof
major interest here are nutrient levels and the abundances and species
composition of the phytoplankton,although patterns of rotifer species
occurrencewhich relate to summerP concentrationshave also been found.
The majorityof the waters examinedare at leasttending towardsthe eutrophic
state, althoughindicationsof 'chemicaleutrophy'are not alwaysaccompanied
by signsof 'biologicaleutrophy'.
The studyassessesto what extent the P retainingcapacityof lochs lying in
the catchmentof others,protect the downstreamwaters.
Few, strongrelationshipshave been foundso far,betweenmeasuresof sediment
P content,and predictedP loads, but furtheranalysesof the data are still
needed.
The individualphysicalcharacteristicsof a waterbodyinfluencestronglythe
relationshipbetween summer phytoplankton biomass and predicted annual P
burden.
The study shows that the desk approach can provide a credibleassessmentof
loch trophic status, and give meaningful clues to the likely levels of
nutrientsand plankton,and to the general balance between the planktonic
flora and the communitiesof rooted/attachedplants. As such, it should
attractmuch interestfromplanners,developers,conservationistsand fishery
managersand the like.
Much work is still neededto improve on the estimatesof nutrientlosses from
different types of land. Seasonal variation in pressures, sensitivity
factorsand responsesalso needs to be more adequatelyassessed.
Other issues requiringnew work are listed, and these range from further
analysesof the existingdata and material,to extra field studies,and from
mathematicalmodellingto basic biologicaltaxonomy.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Aims
This eutrophicationstudy was initiated in April 1991. It followedthe
completionof the firstphase of work which reviewed the reportson previous
case studiesfundedby the Nature Conservancy/NatureConservancyCouncilover
the last 25 years (Bailey-Wattsand May 1991). The aims of the presentwork
are as follows:
to assessin broadterms, throughanalysisof map informationon e.g. land
use, topographyand rainfall,the phosphorusloadings (as a major indication
of eutrophicationpressureson ca 30 lochs; this group of waters was chosen
by NCCS as representativeof Scottish waters already exhibiting signs of
acceleratedenrichment,or considered to be imminently threatenedby such
enrichment.
to adjudge the general sensitivityof each waterbody to the perceived
pressures,by examiningfactorswhich determinethe extent to which enhanced
supplies of nutrients are likely to be manifested in, for example,
accumulationsof troublesomeplants, and planktonic algae in particular;
sensitivityfactorswhich can also be drawn from maps includethe catchment-
to-locharea ratio and flushingrate,whileat leastone fieldreconnaissance
is necessaryfor data on water clarity,thermaland chemical stratification
of the water column,and an indicationof the availabilityof nutrientssuch
as silica (Si02),as well as nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P).
to examine,by meansof a singlereconnaissanceand analysisof water and
sediments,featuresindicatingthe net effect of pressures and sensitivity,
ie the responsesof the waters.
to testthe usefulnessof this approachby comparingthe annualmean, lake-
wide P levelscalculatedfrom the loadingspredictedby the desk analyses,to
an index of actual P content - and a single summer value is used for this
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purpose.
The results are reported in two ways. Volume I looks at the relationships
between the various factors over the whole spectrum of waters; this is with
the view to furthering knowledge of the extent and consequences of
eutrophication in Scotland. By contrast, Volume II is a series of
limnological profiles of each loch. These provide more details about
eutrophication and P in particular, and, where appropriate, make
recommendations on future research, monitoring and management as far as
nutrient enrichment is concerned.
1.2 Background and rationale
The earlier review (Bailey-Watts and May 1991) highlighted 3 main issues that
have influenced the planning and execution of the present phase: (i) the
overall importance of eutrophication in freshwater ecology*, (ii) the
individuality of lake systems, and (iii) the complexity of freshwater
communities in regard to temporal changes and the multifactorial structure of
the environment controlling these changes.
1.2.1 Eutrophication as a major factor in limnology
Quantitative understanding of the causes of eutrophication, and its effects
on the dynamics of freshwater ecosystems, is-vitalfor the improved management
of these systems for conserving species and communities, for improving the
quality of water destined for potable supply and irrigation, for sustaining
commercial fisheries, and for accommodating a variety of recreational
activities. The work is also fundamental to planners' requirements for
effective assessments and predictionsof the impacts of town and country
developmenton the freshwaternetworks; this recognisesthatstandingwaters
in particular, are major depositoriesof wind- and
*This point is also stressedby Harper(1992)in his fine book that appearedduringthe latter
stages of the preparationof this'report.
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water-borne substances derived from the land. Phase II reflects this
thinkingby consideringlochs as an integralpart of a broader unit - the
freshwatercatchment.
1.2.2 The individualityof lake systems
The individualstructureand functioningofa lakesystem is emphasisedby the
earlier review. This led to major differencesin the scope of, and
approaches adopted by, the major case studies (of the Bosherston Lakes,
EsthwaiteWater,LochEye, Loch Leven, MalhamTarnand the Norfolk Broadland).
Indeed, there were few determinands commonto all of these studies: for
example, actual P loading figures were not universallyavailable. As a
result, an original intention to examine spectra of values for such
determinandswas thwarted(1). The conclusionof major relevance to the
planningof work on furthercatchments,wasthata uniform approach shouldbe
adopted- and this was adopted in Phase II.
1.2.3 Temporaland structuralcomplexityof freshwaterecosystems
The long-termstudiesreviewedin Phase I revealedthe highly complex nature
of the aquaticbiota, and the multi-factorialstructurepf the environment
controlling,and in part controlled by, temporaland spatial variationin
these organisms. Two considerations stemmingfrom these findings were
incorporatedin the preparations for Phase II. The first concerns the
fluctuations,over varioustimescales,in a wide range of physical, chemical
and biological factors which are important in explaining their causal
interrelationships. Indeed, the identifyingof this complex temporal
'behaviour'of aquaticecosystemsis what illustratesthe value of the long-
term samplingscheduleswhich characterisethemajor case studies. Plainly,
however,to coveran envisaged30 sites,an alternativestrategy for eachsite
was needed,and this reflectswhat is likelyto be a continuing requirement.
Many custodians of the freshwater environment,including planners, have
neither the time, nor funds to support more long-term studies - however
necessarysuchinvestigationsstill are. PhaseII thus tailored its approach
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to rapid assessments,by combiningdesk studies with singlefieldsurveysof
each catchment.
1.2.4 The main approach- pressures,sensitivityand responses
The 'new'approachtestedduringPhase II makes considerableuse of the data
and the experienceof the previouswork. Three areas are of importancein
this connection:
- the basic framework: investigatingpressures on the system,the factors
determiningthe sensitivityof the (standing)water to thosepressures,and
some of the responsesof the system,ie the combined impactof the pressures
and the sensitivityfactors.
- the choiceof factorsforassessingpressures,sensitivitiesand responses,
ie the key determinands(summarisedbelow).
- the assessmentof eutrophicationper se, ie the likelyrates of loss of
nutrients from land under different uses, such as forestry,and cereal
production,and other activitieslikely to cause eutrophication,e.g. fish-
farmingand sewageeffluentdisposal; the best informationon nutrientexport
coefficients,ie lossesin e.g.kg ha-'yr-', stem from the longterm studies.
/nformationon factors determiningthe eutrophicationpressureswas drawn
largely from maps althoughNCCS staff were consulted on detailsabout the
catchments. The maps were analysedwith the view to estimatingthe areas of
catchmentsand lochs, and approximateindices of the annualrunoffof water
and P. A general guide to P loadingswas then obtained by assigningthe
appropriateexport coefficientto (i) areas of land under a particularuse,
and (ii) sewage treatmentworksand fish farms, accordingto, respectively,
the numbersof people served,and the annual weights of fishproduced.
Maps were also evaluatedwiththeview to estimatingthe factorsimportantin
determiningthe sensitivityof the lochsto the nutrientstheyreceive. These
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include(i)catchment-to-locharea ratios,(ii)the ratio of the annualrunoff
volume to loch volume (forcalculatingmean annual flushingrate, p, in loch
volumes),and (iii)the arealwater loading,%(in m rI), which is the annual
throughputof water (inm3)dividedby loch surfacearea, A1(in m2);fromthis
an index of the retentioncoefficientof P (111,)can be obtained. Chemical
factors influencingthe sensitivityof waters, include soil and geological
features,but these have not been examined. However, an index of total
ionicityin feeder streamand loch waters has been obtained by measuringthe
electricalconductivity. pH has been measuredas a furtherdescriptorof the
generalchemical environment.
other sensitivity factors include features of the standing water bodies
themselves. Flushing (p) is again of paramount importance, along with
bathymetryand the tendencyto stratify; theseaffect (i) the degree of wind-
inducedverticalmixing,and thus the lightclimateof planktonic organisms,
and (ii) the fluxes and vertical distributionof chemical and biological
materials. Indeed, the outcome of the interactionbetween depth features,
stratificationpatterns and p, is possibly the major determinant of the
response of any system to its nutrient income. For example, conceptual
models of nutrient dynamics, and changes in phytoplankton abundance and
speciescomposition,havebeen markedlyimprovedby incorporatinginformation
on p into the database on Loch Leven (Bailey-Watts,Kirika, May and Jones
1990). As this is a broad,shallow and essentiallyunstratifiedsystem,it
might be expected to be especiallysensitiveto changes in flushing in any
event. However, deep waters which stratifyin summer can be consideredas
becoming shallow as far as a number of featuresimportant for phytoplankton
growth are concerned. It is thus conceivablethat these summer populations,
when largely entrainedwithin the upper, epilimneticzone, are especially
susceptibleto increasedflushingin wet summers. This is because whilethe
volumes of runoff are, as year-round, derived from the large catchments
normallyassociatedwith large-volumewaters,only the surfacewaters and the
algae thereinare washedout;in this otherwisefavourable,shallow,lit zone,
algae have to either grow or aggregate rapidly to build up significant
concentrations(biomass).
withina waterbody,p is also of paramountimportancein controllingthe time
periods over which a number of developmentsare likely to take place -
'unhindered'that is, until the flushingregime alters. Includedhere are
the accumulationsof nutrientsreleasedfrom sediments,and the build-up of
phytoplanktoncells, that can proceed during periods of low flushing, but
which are curtailed during spells of high flushing and the washing out of
these nutrients and cells. Indeed, the changing conditions as regards
flushingare likely to have a sortingeffect on phytoplankton- with slow-
growingspecies being able to become prominentonly during periods of low
flushing. In addition, p is an importantconsiderationwhen impacts of
differentsources of nutrientsare being assessed. It plainlycontrolsthe
ratesof transport,ie loadings,of materialsin runoff,while it only affects
theconcentrationsof runoff-independentinputsfrome.g. STWs,over-wintering
wildfowl,and fish cages.
The amountsof dissolved,colouredhmaterialand particulatematteralsoaffect
the underwaterlightclimate,and how much primaryproductionwill resultper
unit of nutrient supply. In the most productive waters, much of the
particulatematter consistsof the algae themselves(Bindloss1976).
While in-lochnutrientlevelscan be classifiedas sensitivityfactors,it is
convenientto consider them under 'responses'(see below). However, Si02
could be treated as a specialcase, as its availabilitywill determinevery
much the quality of the plant responseto the enrichmentwith the 'classic'
nutrients,ie N and P. Plainly,the diatomcontributionto phytoplanktonand
benthic algal productivityis affectedby Si02 availability (Bailey-Watts
1976a, b), but so are the performancesof Chrysophyceae (McGrory and
Leadbeater1981) and numeroushigherplants (Lewinand Heimann 1969; Simpson
and Volcani1981).
The 'responses' aspect of the work focuses primarily on nutrient and
biological features of the open water column - although many of the
determinationswere also carriedout on water sampledfrom the outflowof each
loch. However,sedimentcores down to ca 10 cm, and the water immediately
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overlying these deposits,were also collected,primarilyfor P analysis.
The summer was chosen for the fieldwork, because it is a key time for
obtaining informationlikelyto provide clues to the functioningof a other
than the actualmomentof sampling. In this connection,vertical profiles
of physical and chemical features - and, not least, the bottom water
temperatures- giveclues to the duration of the stratification.
Summer-time samplingis also important, as the potential for a water to
exhibit major accumulationsof planktonic andior attachedalgae, or growths
of rooted hydrophytes,is likely to be greatestat this time of the year.
Plainly,the dataobtainedfromthe surface watersare of the 'snapshot'type,
although some assumptionsabout conditions relatingto periods outside the
sampling time can be made. For example, knowledgeof the likely rates of
increaseof an algathatis recorded,facilitatessome assessmentof the time
that must have been required for that species to achieve the population
density estimated. Also,much of the informationgained from the sediments
is probablyrepresentativeof a considerabletimescale. whilephytoplankton
population densities can change 2- or 3-fold in a week, the total
concentrationsof 8 in surface sediments, for example, are not likely to
.change significantlyover a year; what is more, data collected,though not
reported here, on the vertical distribution of nutrients in the bottom
deposits, can give clues to eutrOphicationtrends over decades'(Moss 1980,
Haworth 1984)._
1.3 General featuresof the sites studied
Approximately60 aquaticSSSIswere proposed by NCCS for considerationin the
current programme. This list was reduced, in consultationwith NCCS, to 30;
the main criteriafor choosingthis number were (i) that neither funds nor
time (withina singlesummer)would probably allowgreatercoverage,but (ii)
that somethingapproximatingto 30 sites was necessaryto buildup a database
of a statisticallyacceptablesize, and one whichwould also be considereda
reasonable 'sample'of Scottishcatchments. As a result, a good deal of
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valuableinformationcan be gainedon not only the assessmentand management
of eutrophicationand the specificproblemsat each site (Volume/I),butalso
the interrelationshipsbetween spectra of values for a range of physical,
chemical and biological factors(Volume I); the latter is likelyto prove
especiallysignificantin furtheringour understandingof the issuesnation-
wide.
In the event,31 catchmentswereconsidered,26 of which were visited between
mid-June and late August 1991. The 31 included30 chosen by NCCS,plusthe
Loch of Cliff (Shetland),whichwas sampledduring August, alongwith 4 other
Shetland lochs, i.e. Spiggie,Brow,Tingwalland Ante:. The 5 watersmissed
out (though in terms of a fieldreconnaissance,not desk analysis),were
Duddingston(Edinburgh),CastleLoch (Lochmaben),Cran and Flemington(both
near Nairn) and Carlingwark (Castle Douglas). Also, at the Mill Loch
(Lochmaben)samplingwas limitedto duplicatedip samples from openwater,for
nutrientand phytoplanktonanalysis. All 31 waters - comprising46 basins-
are listedin Appendix I with the dates of sampling and their locationsare
shown in Figure 1.
Geographicalcoveragespans nearly6 degreesof latitude, from Carlingwarkat
54°56'N and Branxholme Easter (elsewherein this report referred to as.
Branxholme)at 55°24'N in the southof the country, to the Loch of Cliffat
60°47'N on Unst, Shetland (Figure2). Alongwith the Loch of Cliff,2 of the
other 4 Shetland waters studied,spiggie and Brow, lie between 1 and 2 m
a.s.1.,while Lindean and Branxholmeare in the Selkirkshirehillsat 268and
262 m a.s.1 respectively (Figure3). The average annual rainfalloverthe
sites ranges from ca 670 am:overthe SouthEast, near-coast sitesColdingham
(Berwickshire),Kilconquhar(Fife)and Duddingston,to 2600 mm at Shielinthe
north-west. Catchmentsrange fromcomparativelypristine landscapesin the
north-west,albeit affected now by forestryoperations, to urban arease.g.
Duddingston,Mill and Kilconquhar.
The waterbodiesthemselvesexhibitorder-of-magnituderanges in the following
physical features:mean depth (z) from < 1.0 m to 40 m (Figure4), maximum
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depih (z.) from ca 1.0 m to 128 m (Figure5), surfacearea (A1) from 6 ha to
1959 ha (Figure6), and volume (VA from 13 x 104m'to 79 x 10'm' (Figure7).
Superimposedon these spectraof physicalattributes,are considerableranges
in the summerwaterchemistryas exemplifiedby theminimumand maximum values
of pH (Figure8) - 6.0 (e.g.Veyatie) and 10.3 (Brow)- and of conductivity
(Figue 9) - ca 40 RS cm$ (Shiel)and 595.pScm4 (Spiggie).
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2. INVESTIGATIVE mETEODS
2.1 Desk studies
2.1.1 Map analysis of the catchments
1:25 000 scale maps giving information on topography, rainfall, potential
evaporation and land-use have been examined to assess the pressures and some
of the sensitivity factors identified above. The exercise was aided by a
questionnaire wbich was sent to NCCS regional staff for their assessment of
land-use features and urbanisation. An example of what can be done with a
full set of information, using preliminary Geographical Information Systems
(GIS) techniques is presented in Appendix II; however, only a few catchments
are documented to the extent necessary for such a display, but work along
these lines ii continuing. For present purposes, an approach that is
compatible with a number of previous'studies carried out by this laboratory
has been adopted (eg Maitland, Smith, Jones, East, Morris and Lyle 1981).
major patterns of land use have been assessed on the basis of the distribution
of altitude in the drainage areas, and four altitude classes have been
identified; these correspond as follows to different types of potential land
use - although latitudinal and longitudinal variations occur within Scotland:
s 15 m a.s.l.; this is considered to be on flood plains and therefore
susceptible to marine influences; non-arable.
15-183 m a.s.l.; this is the main agricultural zone and where arable
farming and forestry is likely to be concentrated.
> 183 - 610 m a.s.l.; in this band the land is rarely ploughed, though
afforestation and rough grazing can be extensive.
> 610 m a.s.1.; the 610 m contour (ca 2000') is taken to be the upper
limit of tree growth.
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Table 1. Phosphorus losses (in kg ha" yr' unless otherwise stated) fran
various types of land.
Land Use P losses Reference source
heathland and woodland:
in N. America and Switzerland 0.05 - 0.15 TP 1,2,10,12,24,31
woodland-dominated catchment:
Loch of the Lowes, Scotland 0.15 - 0.18 SRP 13,14
non-arable land:
Southern England 0.07 TP 7,8
low intensity agriculture:
N. America and Switzerland 0.10 - 0.40 TP 10,31
improved grassland:
N. America 0.10 - 0.50 TP 10, 31
Scotland 0.25 TP 17
N. Ireland (Lough Neagh) 0.41 TP, 0.17 SRP 18, 30
intensive agriculture:
N. America and Switzerland 0.20 - 0.60 TP 10, 12, 25, 26,
31
Scotland 2.0 TP 17
• (Loch Leven) 0.28 SRP 4, 6
N. Ireland (Lough Neagh) 0.22 SRP 11
coniferous forest fertilised
within 3 years:
S.E. Scotland 2.0 PP 20
mid-Scotland (Loch Ard) 2.2 TP 16
general agricultural catchments:
Loch Leven (S.E. Scotland) 0.41 - 1.67 TP 4, 6
0.12 - 0.16 SRP 4, 6
Loch Eye (N.E. Scotland) 0.18 - 0.22 TP 5
0.10 - 0.12 SRP 5
0.04 PP 5
Lough Neagh (N Ireland) 0.14 - 0.22 SRP 11, 19, 27
Balgavies Loch (mid-Scotland) 0.11 - 0.27 SRP 15
mixed arable and urban sub-
catchment:
Loch Leven (S.E. Scotland) 1.10 TP ' 6
arable land:
S.E. England 0.60 TP 21 -
Southern England 0.25 TP 7, e
Netherlands 0.25 SRP 29
urban areas:
Loch Leven sub-catchment 0.83 TP 6
North America 0.50 - 5.0 TP , 10 .
mid-Scotland (Forfar Loch) 2.8 - 9.0 TP 15
STWs - Loch Leven catchment 1.77 - 2.42 TP g per
person d' 6
Loch Neagh catchment 0.65 - 0.88 per person
yr' 3
general 0.50 TP (human waste) 9, 15
0.70 TP (detergents) 9, 15
rural areas (septic tanks)
N. America 0.3 - 1.8 kg P per 22, 23
person yr' 24
over-wintering wildfowl:
England 200 mg birdad-1 7, 8
Loch of Strathbeg, Scotland 239 - 330 mg bird"d" 13
cage-farmed trout : ) 10-30 kg PP tonne" 18, 28
cage-reared salmon: ) fish produced
smolts: )
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The informationfromthis classificationis comparedwith data on numbers of
people, and the extentsof forest,improvedgrassland,arablecrops etc., to
improve the assessmentof land-use. Thesedata are thenused in conjunction
with the nutrient export coefficientsdiscussed next, to gauge the total
phosphorusburdenandthe relativeimportanceof the differentsourcesof this
nutrient to each waterbody.
2.1.2 Assessment of the extent and relative importance of different nutrient
sources
The strategy adoptedfor this whole study draws heavilyon the experiences
gained from the long-termeutrophicationprogrammes. Limnologicalknowledge
accrued, over the last 20-25 years in particular,has definedwhat are now
considered to be the key determinandsfor assessingfreshwatersystems.
However, the nutrientexportcoefficientsobtainedfromthe major, intensive
studies, perhaps comprise the most crucial data for estimating nutrient
burdens in the absenceof furtherschedulesof long-term,short-timeinterval
sampling. Table I listsa numberof coefficientsrelatingto differenttypes
of land-usepractices,to treatedsewagedischargesand cage-fishfarms. It
also includes informationon the outputs of nutrients from septic tank
systems, although there are no UK figures for this. Small sewage handling
units of this typeprevailin many rural areasin Scotland,includinga number
of the catchmentsstudiedhere. In NorthernIreland,septictank effluent
generally drains directto water courses,while in Eire, soil-soaksystems
predominate (Patrick 1988); curiously, administrative factors, not
differentialsoil conditions,are the cause of this dichotomy.
There are likely to be largeerrorbands surroundingthe valuesestimatedby
the studies reviewedin the Table (Stevensand Stewart 1981). What is more,
loadingsof diffuse,runoff-derivedmaterialwill vary with differentannual
rainfall regimes betweenthe localities,not least due to the effect on the
transport of particulateP (see Jordan and Smith 1985; Bailey-Wattsand
Kirika, 1987). Nevertheless,there is a fair consistency•inthe findings
from generallysimilarcatchments. It thusseemsreasonablefor the purposes
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of the present study, to assignthe followingTP loss rates to the various
land types:
0.07 kg ha4 y' to the high ground,devoid of agriculturaldevelopment
0.10 kg ha' y4 to the areas of low intensity,non-arable farming,to
woodland,and to rough grazingland; for coniferousforest,valuesof
2.0 kg ha-4 over 3 years, or 0.4 kg ha' y4, are appropriatefor
plantationss 15 years old, while 0.2 kg ha' y' is assignedto older
plantations.
0.25 kg ha y' for land put over to arable agriculture
0.40 kg ha$ y' for improvedgrassland.
Indoor rearing of animals has been ignoredfor present purposes. Where
recordablenumbersof people are resident,a per capita figure of 1.0 kg
TP y4 appearsto be appropriatefor ruralcommunitieson septic tanks,while
an export coefficientof 0.75 kg TP y' is probably the more appropriate
figure for sewer-servedpopulations.
Where numerousgeese over-winter,the likelyyearly inputs are 250 mg bird'
or 0.04 kg y' assuminga residenceperiodof 5 months. Finally,a figure of
20 kg TP t4 of fish producedis used wheresalmonsmoltsor rainbowtroutare
reared in cages suspendedin a loch, or in bankside tanks.
2.1.3 Estimation of flushing rates
In the presentstudy,the attentionto flushinghas been limitedto estinating
the annual average value for each catchment. Thus, while seasonal
differencesin this factorare of major importance(Bailey-Watts,Kirika,may
and Jones1990; Bailey-WattsandKirika1991b; Bailey-Watts,May andKirika,
1991),the analysisof the weeklyrainfallrecordsto assessthese is outwith
the scope of this study. Equally,for presentpurposes, each annualvalue
refers to an entire loch,regardlessof whetherthis consistsof more than 1
basin.
The rates have been calculatedfrom informationderived from a varietyof
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sources, but especially from the bathymetricdata produced by Murray and
Pullar (1910) who surveyed25 of the sites studied here. However, while
theirinformationon lakemorphometry(e.g.surfaceareas,depthsand volumes)
remainsinvaluable,checkson their figuresfor catchmentareas, against our
planimetry of current maps, revealed some considerabledifferences. We
attributethese to the availabilityof themore recent and detailedmaps and
better planimetricinstrumentation. There has been a change due to water
transfer into the Loch Insh catchment. Additionalsourcesof information
thatwere consulted,include,forexample,Bailey-Watts,Lyle,Kirikaand Wise
(1987) for Coldingham Loch, Hancock (1982)on Strathbeg,and unpublished
reportsby Bailey-Watts(1973)on BranxholmeEaster, and by Maitland (1980)
on Lindean. The method of catchmentrunoffcalculationwas that described
by the Institute of Hydrology(1980). Average rainfalland evaporation-
correctedvalues are derived from the relevantMeteorologicalOffice maps
(period1941-70). The productof the resultingannualnet precipitationand
the areas of the catchmentand loch (evaporationfrom the loch surface being
taken as 1.2 times that fromland is the totalrunoff. When this is divided
by the loch volume, an annualflushingrate (p) is obtained. The reciprocal
of p is the theoreticalretentiontime - in units of years, although it is
often expressedin days.
2.1.4 Estimation of the phosphorus retention coefficients
It is importantto gaugehow much of the P enteringa systemis retained, as
this fraction may be recycledfrom the sediments ('internalloading'), to
cause eutrophicationproblemseven when the rate of input of P from the
catchmentis reduced - see section 4.6. The P retentioncoefficients (E)
have been calculatedaccordingto the empiricalmodel of Kirchnerand Dillon
(1975). This model was based on observationson 17 Canadianlakes varying
considerablyin physical and chemical features. Certainly,data based on
extensive,close-time intervalsamplingand P loading estimationsat Loch
Leven in 1985, fittedthismodel very closely(Bailey-Watts,Sargent,Kirika
and Smith 1987). It is now known, however (Bailey-Watts,may and Kirika
1991), that the wet summerin the year of samplingwas very significantin
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this respect,becauserecyclingof P fromthe sedimentwas minimal. Had it
been a dry summer,net gains of P by the water columm due to recyclingfrom
the deposits,would have resulted in an export of P (via the outflow)much
higherthan predictedby the model. As a consequence,a would have beenmuch
lower than predicted. Indeed, any marked lack of fit to the Kirchnerand
Dillon equationis often indicativeof significantsedimentrelease.
The central term of the model is q“ the 'arealwater loading',in units of
In rt ; this is the volume of water enteringa lake,V" (ter) dividedby the
surface area of the lake, AI (in units of m2). The model then predictsR
from %according to:
R = 0.426e""mi5) + 0.574eN""ms)
2.1.5 Estimationof the tendency to stratify
As already suggested, the influence of flushing rate on phytoplankton
populationsmaybe considerableunder (summer)stratifiedconditions. At the
same time as establishingwhether a waterbodystratifies,by the temperature
profilingwork (see section 2.2.3 below),an estimateof the likelihoodof
stratificationwas examined using the followingrelationshipsuggestedby
Hanna (1990), betweenthermoclinedepth (z,in metres) and loch area (A1 in
km') in temperatelakes:
log z,= 0.185 log Al + 0.842 (r = 0.91)
The calculatedz,was comparedto the mean depth (z) and maximum depth (z.)
of each loch, which could then be allocatedto one of three categories,as
follows:
if z,> x.„,the loch is assumed neverto stratify
if z > z,> z, the loch may occasionallystratifybut probablyonly
in deep basins
if z,< z, the loch should exhibitmarked stratificationwhich will
stronglyaffectthe hydrodynamicfunctioningof the site and the
effectiveflushingrate for that period.
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2.1.6 Water circulation and mixing
Important, but not within the practical scope of this study, are water
circulation and mixing patternswithin the lochs. For example,where an
isolatedbasin exists, this is noted, since it affects the validityof the
calculatedmean annual flushingrate.
2.2 Fieldwork
2.2.1 Catchment assessments
Fieldassessmentof catchmentcharacteristicswas limitedmainlyto notingthe
generalfeaturesof the terrainleadingup to the edge of the lochs.However,
this facilitatedcheckson the suitabilityof samplinglocations- previously
chosen from maps. Areas of forest-felling,for example,were avoided,in
aimingto collect sedimentmaterialmost representativeof a particularbasin.
2.2.2 Sampling and recording at the inflows
It was not possible to visit all of the approximately 220 feeder waters
featured on the maps referredto in section 2.1.1. At one extreme,Loch
Shiel has 111, althoughat the other,Lindean and Kilconquhar,for example,
have no well-defined inflows. Thus, a total of 80 waters considered
significantin terms of (i)theproportionsof the total lochcatchmentsthat•
they drain, and/or (ii) 'hotspots' of nutrient pollution,were sampled.
This number includedall inflowsformost of the lochs fed by s 3 streams,and
a selectionof these where> 3 watersenter,e.g. 11 of the 22 draininginto
Loch Veyatie, 10 of the 43 feedingLoch Eck, and 8 of the 13 passinginto St
Mary's Loch.
• These waters were sampleda fewmetresabovetheir confluenceswith the lochs
primarilyfor informationon nutrients.However,a corning 'CheckMate'field
probe system was used to measurethe following:
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dissolvedoxygen content,to check whetherany streams were organically
pollutedto the extent of severe oxygendepletionat their mouths.
electricalconductivity,as an indicatorof overall ionicity.
pH as a basic descriptorof the acid-basestatus.
water temperature,for comparisonwith the values obtained in the
open waters.
In the event, no waters appearedto be severelypolluted,and there were no
featuresof major relevance to this studyas regards conductivity,pH and
temperature.
/n common with all of the water collectionduringthis study, the following
procedureswere observed: duplicatesanplesweretaken; polyethylenebottles
that had been acid-washedand repeatedlyrinsedin hot tapwater were used
throughout,and just prior to taking the samples,these were rinsed in the
streamor loch water; sampleswere also keptas cool as possible, and in the
dark until furtherprocessing. In the caseof the feeder stream samples,h-
litrebottleswere immersedin the waterwiththeiropen ends facingupstream.
Filtering,sub-samplingetc. was often done at the loch side. Unfiltered
aliquotsof water were storedfor the analysisof total phosphorus (TP) and
turbiditymeasurement,while subsamplesfilteredundervacuum throughWhatman
0F/0 discswere savedfor the determinationsof totalsolubleP (TSP),soluble
reactive P (SRP), nitrate (NO,.N),dissolvedsilica (Si02) and dissolved
colour. (Additionalsubsampleshave been treatedfor major ion and metal
analysis,but the results of these aspectsare not reported here).
2.2.3 Samplingand recordingin open water
a. surfacewater collections: Open watersamplingwas limited to a single
site at or near the deepestpoint, in eachbasin; at sites < 2.5 m deep,3-
to 4-litrevolumesof waterwere collectedbyplungingwide-mouthedaspirators
under the surface. At sites greaterthan 2.5m in depth, a 2-m lengthof 6-
cm diameter,'Marley'drainpipe was loweredverticallyinto the water, until
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its upper end was just under the surface; a tight fittingrubber bung was
then pushedinto this end, and the whole tube was raised untilthe lower end
was just belowthe water surfaceand could be closed by hand. The 2-m column
of water was then liftedout of the loch and transferredto a plasticbucket.
Extra phytoplanktonmaterialwas collected(for taxonomicstudies)by towing
a 28-Rmmesh,silknet throughthe water for a few minutes (thetime depending
on the generalabundanceof plankton). Quantitativesamplesof rotiferand
micro-Crustaceanplankton were collected by means of vertical hauls with
respectively,28-Rm and 118-Rmmesh tow nets,over measureddepthse.g. from
3.5 m or 5.0 m to the surface. /n shallowwaters, where verticalnet-tows
were not possible,water was collectedin plastic aspiratorsas above, and
measuredvolumespoured throughthe nets to concentratethe animals.
Onshore,subsampleswere takenfor nutrientdeterminationand the colourand
turbiditymeasurementsas describedin section2.2.2. Additionalsub-samples
were saved for chlorophyll a analysis and for phytoplankton species
compositionand abundancework.
Two 50-ml aliquotsof water were taken from each basin for phytoPlankton
analysis; each of thesewas fixedwith ca 0.25ml Lugol'sIodine(a saturated
solution of iodine in a saturatedaqueous solution of potassiumiodide).
Half-litresampleskept for rotiferanalysiswere fixed immediatelywith 0.5
g procaine-hydrochloride(see May 1985), and then, after 24 hours, with
formalinto a final strengthof 4%. The concentratesof micro-Crustacean
zooplanktonwere fixed immediatelywith formalinto give a finalstrengthof
ca 48. [N.B. The Crustaceasampleshave not yet been analysed).
b. vertical profiling: the mainpointsof focus of this aspectof the work,
which was also carriedout at or near the deepest point in each basin,were
the distributionsof temperaturewith depth,and associatedverticalpatterns
of oxygen concentration- each givinga measure of mixing depth. With the
'WindermereProfiler'instrumentwhich was used in most of the lochs,pH and
conductivitylevelswere also recordedsimultaneously. Water claritywas
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assessedby Secchidisc transparency.All data recordedwith the 'Profiler'
were stored in a Husky 'Hunter'logger connectedto the surfaceunit of the
system. At the end of eachday,this information,alongwith recordsof other
field observationsthat wereentered into the 'memo'facilityin the logger,
was printed out on a portable,Kodak 'Dionix'ink-jetprinter.
For the field trip coveringthe 5 Shetlandlochs (Spiggie,Brow, Tingwall,
Asta and Cliff)andthe northernmostloch on the Scottishmainland (StJohn's)
surface water and sediment-overlyingwater temperatures,dissolved oxygen
contents, conductivitiesand pH values were measuredwith the 'CheckMate'
probes; the resultsindicatedthat only one of the Shetlandbasins (Tingwall
South - maximum depth 16.5m), was stratifiedto any marked extent.
c. bottom water and sedimentstudies: Sedimentcoreswere collectedfrom
a single site in each of a total of 29 basins. In an attempt to obtain
informationmost representativeof each waterbody,the echo-sounderwas used
to find as flat an area of sedimentas possible,ratherthan a deep 'pot'.
At each site,6 coreswere collectedwith a JenkinSurfaceMud sampler. Water
overlyingthe 2 coreswith themost level surfaces,was siphonedoff for later
analysis,and the mudswereextruded. The top centimetreand each 2-cm slice
down to 9 cm depth from each core were storedseparatelyin polythenebags.
These bags were immediatelysealed by knotting,in an attempt to minimise
oxygenation of the material and chemical changes in e.g. the phosphate
adsorption status; however, we are well aware that such changes probably did
take place - althoughto what extent is not known - but it was impossible
during this campaignto use the otherwiseideal, 'glove-box'techniquesand
process the muds under an atmosphereof e.g. nitrogen. The only subsample
of mud removed from each sliceduring the extrusionstage was 0.1 - 0.2 cm'
for diatom analysis,but the results of this aspect of the work are not
reported here.
The 'CheckMate' instrumentwas used to measure the temperature,dissolved
oxygen content, conductivityand pH of the water taken from within 10 cm of
the sediment surface. Subsamplesof this water were also filteredin the
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field,through Whatman GF/C discs for analysisof TSP, SEP and Si02.
(surfacematerialfrom anothercorewas kept for rotiferrestingegg hatching
experiments (see Hay 1987), and the uppermost 5 cm of a 4th core was
transferredto a plastic Freeman jar and fixed with formalin for later
analysisof the macro-invertebrateassemblages. However,theseaspectsare
not reportedhere).
2.2.4 Sampling and recording at the outflows
The work done at the outflows was the same as that carried out for the
surface,open waters (section2.2.3a),except that (i) dip, ratherthan 2-m
tube sampleswere taken for chemistry,phytoplanktonand rotifers,and (ii)
no micro-Crustaceasampleswere taken,norany other collectionsinvolvingnet
hauls.
2.3 Laboratoryanalyses
2.3.1 Chemistry
a inflows, open waters and outflow waters: nitrate, phosphorusfractions,
dissolved silica, colour and turbiditywere all determined by absorption
spectroscopyusing the followingmethods.
Nitrate was analysed by this laboratory'smodification of the cadmium
reductionmethod (APHA1976). The procedureis a combinationof twomethods,
modifiedas a batch process (as opposedto either a reductioncolumnor an
automatedmethod). Nitrate reductionto nitritewas achievedusingcopper-
cadmiumin ammonium chloride solution; the nitrite was then determinedby
additionof hydrochloric-acidifiedsulphanilamidesolution,followedby N-(1-
Naphthyl)-ethylenediaminedihydrochloride(N.E.D.). The opticaldensityof
the 'resulting solution at 543 nm was measured in a Philips PU 8670
spectrophotometerand converted to concentrations determined from a
calibrationagainst various dilutionsof a standard solutioncontaining500
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pg NO3.N. samplesanalysedby this method need to be within a pH range of
5 to 9. None of our samples had a pH of < 5 units, and all of those
originally> 9 (Checkmatefieldreading) and freezestored (at -4°C in screw-
top polypropylenetubes)were found to be < 9 pH (- 7) due to absorptionof
CO, and loss of NH,. For solublereactive P (SRP) - the fractionof P most
immediately available for algal growth - the spectrophotometricmethod
describedby Murphyand Riley (1962) was used; while it was suspectedthat
some of the concentrationsof SRP would be around a few microgrammes per
litre, no priorconcentrationof the phosphate (in e.g. hexanol)was done.
Instead,the aliquotsand proportionsof molybdatereagentwere modified,and
. 4-cm path lengthcuvetteswere used, to obtainabsorbancereadings such that
differencesca 3 pg P 1-'could be consideredsignificant. Soluble reactive
silica (Si00, which is an important nutrient for diatoms and many
chrysophyceanalgae - was determined using the method of Mullin and Riley
(1955) and adoptingtheprocedures outlined in Golterman,clymo and Olmsted
(1978); the limitof detectionis 50 pg SiO, Determinationsof the'
levels of totalP (TP)and the total soluble fraction(TSP) was also carried
out, in triplicate,on each sample. TP concentrationsconstitutea useful
index of trophicstatus,while a measure of TSP providesinformationon the
levels of solubleun-reactiveP (SURP or dissolved'Organic'P) from:
SURP = TSP - SRP
Similarly, the differencebetween TP and TSP gives the concentration of
particulateP (PP).
b sediment interstitial waters: TSP, SRP and SiO,were determinedon the
sedimentporewatersfromeach of the depth slices,by the spectrophotometric
methods alreadyoutlinedfor loch and inflow-waters. Pore water was obtained
by firstly centrifugingthe wet sediment and decantingthe supernatant,and
secondly,vacuum-filteringthe supernatantthroughWhatmanGF/c pads.
c sediments per se: the immediate focus is on the total P content of the
sediments. This was determinedas for TP in the waters, but on a known
weight of wet sediment(ca 0.2 g) from each core slice. This was later
diluted with distilledwater to 50 ml; this was mixedby means of a magnetic
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stirrer, and while the mixingwas in progress,a 1-ml aliquot was withdrawn
and transferredto a reagenttube.
At various stages of handling the sediments,the weights and volumesof
material originallyobtained,and thoseof the various subsamplestakenfor
total sediment and pore water analyses,were recorded. The wet and dry
weights of the materialremainingafterthatneeded for the nutrientanalyses
had been removed,were also measured. Thus, all concentrationsof P, for
example, can be expressedon a dry weight,wet weight or volume basis. The
intention is to determinethe ash and organiccontents of the sediments,so
that the nutrientlevels can be expressedas a function of these parameters
as well.
2.3.2 Biology - open water and outflowplankton
a Algae: an indexof total phytoplanktonbiomass was obtained by measuring
the concentrationof chlorophylla. The algae from known volumesof water
(eg 100 ml where the crops were dense, and 400-500 ma where sparser
populations prevailed),were concentratedby filtration onto WhatmanGF/C
discs which were then steeped in 908 methanol overnight at ca 4'C. The
resulting extracts were centrifuge-cleared,before transferring to a
spectrophotometercuvette. Opticaldensitiesof the extractswere thenread
in a Cecil 303, grating spectrophotometer,against solvent standardsat 665
nm and, for turbiditycorrection,750 nm. The equation derivedby Telling
and Driver (1963) was used to convert the readings to concentrationsof
chlorophyll a. Note that as no correctionwas made for pheophytina - a
breakdown productof chlorophylla with a peak absorbancevery near 665 am -
the values obtainedare likelyto overestimatethe actual amountsof 'healthy'
chlorophyllpresent.
The population densities of a number of the most prominent speciesof
phytoplanktonwere estimatedby counting. The algae in the 50-mliodised
samples were first concentrated 10-fold by centrifugation. A Lund
nanoplankton counting chamber was then filled with the (well-mixed)
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concentrate. A numberof algaltypes differingconsiderablyin both size and
general abundancewere assessed by examiningthe assemblagesat a range of
magnificationsfrom 40xto 600x on a VickersPhotoplanmicroscope(seeBailey-
Watts 1978). At the lowerpower (ie usinga x4 objectivein combinationwith
x10 eyepieces),the wholechamberwas scannedwith theviewto enumeratingthe
relativelylarge species,althoughmuch smallerformscan often be discerned
if the crop is generallysparse. since the volume of the chamber used
throughoutthis studyis 0.45ml, the effectivevolumeof water scannedis 4.5
ml, because the algaewere concentrated10-fold. This means that organisms
as rare as ca 2 per 10 ml can be recorded. At progressively higher
magnifications,the attentionis on progressivelysmallerspecies. Thus, at
the highest power adopted here (x50 objective - x10 eyepiece combination)
nanoplankton (s 15 Km) and even picoplanktonicforme (ca 2 gm) can be
assessed, but on the basis of random quadrats (defined by a square
incorporatedinto an eyepiecegraticule),ratherthanwholechamber coverage.
In order to estimatethe populationof at leastthe most numerousspecies in
the sample, with 95% confidence limits of ca ± 20%, approximately 100
specimens of that alga were counted. Usually,but not universally,small
organisms are considerablymore abundant than large forms in phytoplankton
assemblages,and in the present arrays, populationsexceeding 10'ml-'have
been occasionallyestimated.
Even though the study was confinedto 'summer'sampling,an enormousvariety
of 'species'has been recorded; many of the fornshave proved difficult to
identify,however- not least,becausetheywere rareandvery few individuals
were seen. For presentpurposes,therefore,the focushas been more on the
compositionof the cropsin termsof the differentmorphologicaltypes present
(e.g. large vs small forms (see e.g. Bailey-Watts1986), heavy diatoms vs
buoyant blue-greenalgae,andmotileforms (flagellates)vsnon-motiletypes),
and exploring the distributionof algae differentiatedon this basis, in .
relation to lake type and water quantity (see also Reynolds1984; 1990).
b Rotifera: samples for rotiferanalysiswere concentratedby sedimentation
in glass measuringcylindersfor 24 h and siphoningoff the overlyingwater.
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Each concentratedsamplewas then placedin a microscopesedimentationchamber
and allowedto settle. The bottom of thechamberwas scannedwith a Wild M40
inverted microscope at x 100 magnification. Where possible, all of the
rotifersin each chamberwere identifiedand counted.
Where identificationswere uncertain,specimenscollectedby 23 Rm-mesh net
tow were examinedmore closely under a VickersMl5c binocularmicroscopeat
magnificationsof up to x 400. Even then,some animals could be identified
only to genus level and a few remained unidentified. Rotifers are
notoriouslydifficult to identify, especiallywhen dealing with preserved
material. This is because many of the diagnostic featuresof soft-bodied
forms are often lost or distorted by the preservationprocess. Further
identificationof theseanimals (especiallyPolyarthraspp.,Asplanchnaspp.,
Synchaeta spp. etc.) would have requiredvery detailed analyses of the
material collected, including size measurements and scanning electron
microscopyof the mouthparts(trophi)(Koste& Shiel 1989, Sonoamuang1992).
This would have been very time-consumingand could not have been carriedout
within the time limits imposed on this project. Nevertheless,of almost
12,500animalsexaminedin this survey,lessthan 1% could not be identified
to genuslevel,at least. Rotifer identificationswere carriedout according
to the nomenclature.of Koste (1978).
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Is THE PRESSURES -
FACTORS DETERmININ0 THE LIKELY EXTENT OF NUTRIENT ENRICHMENT
3.1 The nature of the catchments
3.1.1 Size, use and human occupancy
The area of catchment, usage, and level of human occupancy are the 3 major
factors determining the potential external loadings of nutrients to a standing
waterbody. The catchments included in this study ranged over 3000-fold
(Figure 10), from the 32 ha draining into Coldingham to the 82 x 10' ha
associated with Loch Insh (Inverness-shire). Even excluding these extremes,
the areas associated with Branxholme (41 ha), Lindean (54 ha) and Duddingston
(98 ha) contrast considerably with the north western sites Shiel (23 x 10'
ha), Veyatie (12 x 10' ha), and Eck (10 x 10' ha), and St Hary's in the
Borders (11 x 10' ha). On this basis, the external burdens of nutrients can
be expected to increase through the series, from Coldingham Loch to Loch Insh.
However, this would only be the case if both land use and the level of human
occupancy were uniform, and if areal loss rates of materials were the same
throughout the country.
Altitude distribution gives a first indication of the likely variation between
catchments as regards land use and the density of people. From Table 2 the
following catchments can be considered to have high eutrophication potential
because all, or a great majority of, the drained land lies below 183 m:
Coldingham, Kilconguhar, Linlithgow,Rescobie, Strathbeg, Mill, Spiggie, Brow,
Tingwall, St John's, Cliff, Castle, Cran and Flemington. These would
contrast with the other areas, a considerable proportion of which lie at
higher levels; of particular note are the following, in that > 40% of their
catchments are situated above 183 m: Davan, Eck, Shiel, Clunie, Butterstone,
Lowes, Craiglush, Veyatie and Insh.
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Table 2. Catchment areas and the percentages of land (ie ezc. standing
waters) within four altitude bands (n.a.s.1.)
Catchment ha < 15 m 15-<183 m 183-610 m > 610 m
Coldingham 33


10 0


Lindean 54



100


Branxholme 41



100


St Mary's 10638



90 1


Kilconquhar 109


10 0


Linlithgow 476


10 0


Balgavies 2360



11


Rescobie 2015


9 7


Marlee 7318


4 49


Clunie 5732


3 59


Butterstone 2149


3 56


Lowes 1386


3 60


Craiglush 973


2 74


Strathbeg 5297


2 8



Davan 3472


2 78


Eck 9890


2 71


Shiel 22961


3 54


Mill 172


9



Spiggie 1418


1 8 2


Brow 392


2 7 2


Asta 455


1 7



Tingwall 267


1 9



st John's 437


10



Veyatie 11610


3 61


Insh 81952



•77 2


Cliff 2930


9 2


Duddingston 98



15


Castle 689


9



Carlingwark 1183


5 46


cran 822


2 7



Flemington 851


10



A somewhat similar split between the sites is obtained when those in which the
majority of the land is put over to agriculture and/or improved grassland, are
compared with those in which rough grazing is important (Table 3). Included
in the first group are Kilconquhar, Balgavies, Mill and Castle (with > 60% of
their areas covered by agriculture and/or improved grass), while •in the
second, are clunie, Butterstone, Craiglush, Shiel, Veyatie and Insh (> 40%
rough grazing).
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Table 3. Catchment areas and the approximate percentages of land under forest,
arable agriculture, rough grazing and improved pasture (ie
%eater and land dominated by buildings)
Catch, no. ha % forest % arable % rough
excluding open
% improved
Coldingham 33


29 24 45
Lindean 54


0 93 0
Branxholme 41


40 56 0
st Mary's 10638


2 87 0
Rilconguhar 109 2 76 0 0
Linlithgow 476


40 0 10
Balgavies 2360


80 4 6
Rescobie 2015 1 67 10 12
Marlee 7318 1 25 42 8
Clunie 5732 2 15 52 4
Butterstone 2149 4 8 41 3
Lowes 1386 4 6 39 3
Craiglush 973 4 1 48 0
Strathbeg 5689


26 8 37
Davan 3472 1 35 35 18
Eck 9890 3 23 30 10
Shiel 22960 2 1 75 4
Mill 172


29 7 55
Spiggie 1418


2 89 9
Brow 392


28 51 21
Asta 455


27 49 23
Tingwall 267


2 68 30
St John's 437


33 33 33
Veyatie 11610


9 85 0
Insh 81952


1 97 0
Cliff 2930


10 87 0
Duddingston 98


0 50 25
Castle 689


31 0 58
Carlingwark 1183


20 30 48
Cran 822 5 25 0 25
Flemington 851 3 40 0 30
The calculations have not yet takenaccountof the possibleimpactsof people
or overwinteringwildfowlon the potentialexport of nutrientsfrom
the catchments. Yet, thereare'a few sites-inwhich these are likely to be
significant (Table 4).
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Table 4. Catchments in which the numbers of people and/or overwintering geese
are likely to contribute significantly to the overall nutrient burdens to the
receiving waters.
'People catchments'
(> 0.25 people/ha)
Coldingham (0.60)
Kilconguhar (0.27)
Linlithgow (16.83)*
Mill (1.74)
Duddingston (4.10)
Castle (1.39)
Carlingwark (1.64)
Flemington (0.28)
'Geese catchments'
(> 1 bird ha')
Balgavies (1.70)
Strathbeg (4.13)
Davan (6.34)
Castle (10.16)
*this high value assumes that a large urban area is included in the catchment;
some high concentrations of P in the feeder streams suggest that waste from
it reaches the loch.
These lists include the following waters which have already been adjudged high
in terms of likely eutrophication pressures - on the basis of both altitude
and landuee: Coldingham, Kilconguhar, Linlithgow, Mill, Castle, Flemington
and Strathbeg. What is more, the Castle Loch at Lochmahen (which in past
years was an important Vendace site - Maitland and Lyle 1990) ranks high in
both lists in Table 4.
3.1.2 The potential losses of phosphorus, and the relatiUe importance of
different external sources
The total inputs of P to each of the waters can now be estimated by assigning
to the areas of each landuse or altitude class, the P export coefficients
discussed in section 2.1.2. The ranking of the catchments is then as shown
in Figure 11 which also highlights the similarity between the two sets of
results. The relative positions of some of the waters in these arrays
differs considerably, however, from those suggested on the basis of the
altitude and landuse percentage figures. This is because the actual areas
of the catchments have now been accounted for. Thus, Veyatie and Insh, which
are good examples of catchments that consist of relatively pristine
landscapes, are nevertheless likely to export considerable amounts of material
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by virtue of the large areasinvolved.
Naturally, the systems identifiedin Table 4 with significantnumbers of
people and/or overwinteringwildfowl,move up through the rankingswhen the
P exportpotentialof treatedsewage,of septictank waste and of the roosting
birds is included; comparethus, theirvalues in Figure 12 with those in
Figure 11.
The values plotted in Figure 12 incorporatedata on yet anothernutrient-
enrichingactivity- fish-farming. Only4 lochs in this seriesare affected,
and 3 of these are associatedwith catchmentsthat so far have beenviewed as
relativelynutrient-poor,i.e. Butterstone(5.1 t rainbow trouty-4),Shiel
(80 t salmon smolts) and Veyatie (possibly 5.0 t salmon smolts);
contrastinglythe Loch of Cliff (producinga total of ca 46 t salmonsmolts
y' but only ca 10 t in a floatingcage)has been considereda relativelyrich
• system on the basis of its altitudedistribution..
The relative importanceof the varioussources of P to the estimatedtotal
'burdensto each loch is shownin Table5. Plainly each systemis individual,
but the followinggeneralfeaturesare evident:
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Table 5. The percentage contributions of forestry land, rural and urban
communities, arable agriculture, rough grazing and improved
pasture land, to the total phosphorus loading predicted from
land use, and the numbers of people, wildfowl and caged fish
in 31 catchments.
catchment % forestry % rural 8 urban 8 agric- 8 rough % improved
(septic (sewage culture
tanks) works)
Coldingham <1 28


21 7 43
Lindean 25 0


0 75 0
Branxholme 33 0


44 22 0
St Mary's 17 10


5 67 0
Kilconquhar 1 86


8 5 0
Linlithgow <1 8


2 0 74
Balgavies 2 36


43 1 3
Rescobie 4 44


39 2 11
Marlee 15 20


29 13 14
Clunie 19 17


19 18 14
Butterstone 34 12


9 13 6
Lowes 54 8


9 15 6
Craiglush 71 5


1 22 0
Strathbeg 1 31


11 1 26
Davan 9 7


17 5 14
Eck 36 4


29 11 20
Shiel 22 13


3 23 5
Mill


26


17 1 53
Spiggie


69


1 19 11
Brow


52


19 9 21
Asta


20


27 14 3
Tingwall


26


2 20 52
St John's


28


25 7 40
Veyatie


11


22 56 0
Insh


15 1 <1 60 0
Cliff


19 17 41 0
Duddingston


0 0 23 77
Castle


14 9 0 27
Carlingwark


18 65 3 1 12
Cran 37 17 0 15 1 30
Flemington 12 46 • 0 19 . 0 23
there are 7 catchments in which a single landuse type contributes more
than two-thirds of the predicted total input of P: Duddingston and Linlithgow
for improved grassland; Lindean and St Mary's with rough grazing (although
values of 568 and 608 are obtained for Veyatie and Insh respectively);
Craiglush with forestry; Kilconquhar and Spiggie with the rural communities;
while 6 lochs - Linlithgow, Mill, Duddingston, Carlingwark, Cran and
Flemington are situated in heavily urbanised catchments, it appears that
treated sewage passes only into Carlingwark, and here, this source of
nutrients could supply some 65% of the total P load. The only other system
where STW effluent is likely to contribute a significant proportion of the
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total P load, is Insh, for which a value of 17% has been estimated.
agriculture, excluding improved grassland contributes various
percentages to the total loads, ie from < 5% in e.g. Lindean and Shiel, to >
40% in Branxholme and Balgavies.
the corresponding highest percentages for improved grassland are 77 at
Duddingston, and 74 at Linlithgow.
for the 4 catchments with over-wintering geese densities of > 1 ha-1 (see
Table 4), the birds appear to contribute significantly to the total annual P
loadings, ie Davan with 48%, Castle with 23%, Strathbeg with 30% and Balgavies
with approximately 15%.
the predicted amounts of P exported from fish farms in Lochs cliff,
Butterstone and Shiel are also significant, ie 23%, 25% and 33% respectively,
of the estimated total loads. The tanks associated with the main inflow to
the only other loch in this series where fish are farmed - Loch Veyatie -
would seem to contribute < 10% of the likely P exported from its large
catchment; however, the value of 5 t for the annual fish production
attributed to the farm at Veyatie, is a guess.
if the whole set of catchments is considered as one unit, diffuse
sources of P far outweigh the inputs from point-sources - and especially so
if rural community export in septic tank discharges is considered a non-point
source; as noted under (ii), only in Carlingwark is it likely that the point-
source component exceeds the diffuse loading.
3.1.3 The nitrogen situation: contrasts with phosphorus
This report is not paying as much attention to N as it is to P, because for
much of the year in the vast majority of temperate waters, P is likely to be
the major plant growth-limiting nutrient (see eg. Bailey-Watts, Kirika and
Howell 1980). However, N can be important in this respect in summer (Bailey-
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watts 1988; Bailey-Watts 1990, 1992); indeed, the prominence of atmospheric
N-fixing cyanobacteria may well be due to reduced availability of nitrate at
this time (see also Horne and Commins 1987).
In general, the specific areal losses of N from land, are often more than 10
times those of P, and where intensive agriculture features, 100 times or more
(Harper and Stewart, 1987; Holden 1975; Foy, Smith and Stevens 1982;
authors' unpublished data). The N-to-P loading ratios for many waters are
thus greater than the ratio of the plant growth requirements for these
nutrients (Bailey-Watts 1988 gives cell N and cell P data for diatom plankton
as an example). After secondary treatment, sewage effluent is likely to
contain only 3 times as much N as P, however (e.g. Deevey and Harkness 1973).
3.2 The transfer of nutrients from catchments to lochs
3.2.1 Rainfall regimes and runoff
Average annual rainfall over these catchments is lowest at ca 700 mm near the
south-east coast, ie Duddingston, Kilconquhar and Coldingham, and near the
north-east coast, ie Cran and Flemington. Highest values are 1600 mm at St
mary's (Borders Region), and 1950 mm at Veyatie, and 2600 mm at Eck and Shiel
(all in the north-west of the country). On the basis of the data for the 29
catchments included here, there appears to be very little correspondence
between rainfall and altitude, and there are no obvious trends in rainfall or
in altitude, either along, or across the country.
On the basis of a log-log linear regression, some 95% of the variation in the
estimated evaporation-corrected volume of water running off a catchment, is
associated with variation in catchment area, whereas only 51% of this
variation is associated with the variation in rainfall per se (ie annual
amounts in mm); thus, the influence of size of catchment on runoff volume
(the latter being a measure of the water available for transporting materials
from the catchment), is much greater than the influence of the rain regime.
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As a result, if eutrophicationper se was measured purely in terms of the
amountsof runoff water (= the annualflushingvolume), the lochs receiving
greatestburdens of nutrientswould be: Shiel (51 x 10'm') > Insh (27 x 10'
m') > Eck (22 x 10'm') > Veyatie (18 x 10'm') and St Mary's (10 x 10'm').
At the otherend of the spectrum,the followingare likely to exportthe lower
amountsof material as they have the smallestrunoff volumes: Coldingham(8
x 10'm') < Lindean (21 x 10'm?) < Branxholmeand Duddingston (25 x 10'm'
each) < Kilconquhar(26 x 104m').
3.2.2 Rainfall-dependentand rainfall-independentexports of nutrientsfrom
catchments
Ignoringfor present purposesthe dry-deposited,aeolian inputs of nutrients
directlyinto standing waters, only wildfowlfaeces of the various types of
nutrientsourceconsideredso far,requireno runoffwater for theirtransport
from the catchment. Fish cages can be viewed in a similar light, with the
continual 'rain'of faeces and waste feedinto the water column. Sources
from agriculturalareas, forests,soakawayand septic tank discharges,all
enter the surface water network stronglyinfluenced by rainfall-runoff.
contrastingly,point sourcesof nutrientswhich,in the present study appear
to be comprisedsolely of the effluentsfrom sewage treatment works (STWs),
enter lochsin a mannermore-or-lessindependentof seasonalrunoffpatterns.
It is importantto distinguishbetweenthe various nutrient inputs on this
basis. Aboveall, the runoff-controlledinputswill exhibiterraticpatterns
of deliveryin keeping with variedweatherregimes,while the suppliesfrom
STWs will showrelativelystable,if cyclical,loadingpatterns (Bailey-Watts
and Kirika 1987; Bailey-Watts,Sargent,Kirikaand Smith 1987; Bailey-Watts
1990, 1992). This contrast alone would lead to different responsesby a
loch, even if the total annual loadingand the 'cocktail' of nutrients
remainedunchanged. As it happens,the differentsources tend to contrast
also in termsof the N to P ratio,themix of otherchemicalconstituents,and
the volumes and concentrations(Bailey-Watts1990, 1992).
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on the basis of the information on catchment areas, P loss coefficients and
estimated P loads discussed above, the majority of the waters covered by this
study are likely to be dominated by diffuse inputs of nutrients.
3.2.3 Summer nutrientlevels in the inflows
In general, the number of feeder streams increases with size of catchment.
Hence, the large number entering Shiel, Eck and Veyatie; however, water from
the largest catchment - that of Loch Insh - reaches the loch at relatively few
points, and primarily via the Spey River, although also through an extensive,
marshy area. At the other end of the scale, a number of small systems appear
to have no well-defined feeder channels e.g. Branxholme Easter, Lindean and
Kilconguhar.
Table 6 shows that, of the 22 sets of feeder streams, very few were at this
time more or less pure, ie with 'universally' s 10 TP Logl-1. The only 2
systems where concentrations of 10 Rg TP l or less 'prevail', ie Coldingham
and Branxholme - with only one inflow each, anyway. However, only 1 stream
out of the 8 sampled at St Mary's exhibited a higher figure, (and this was
only marginally higher than 10 pg 1-1);Asta and Brow are similar to St Mary's
in this respect. At least one inflow to each of the other relatively
'pristine' sites gave considerably higher values, ie 17 Rg 1-1.at Veyatie, 22
at Davan, 59 at Eck, 25, 94 and 135 at Shiel, 137 at Tingwall and 167 at
Lowes. A third group of catchments comprises the remaining 11 sites. All
of these appear to be universally rich in P, but especially Linlithgow,
Rescobie, Strathbeg, Spiggie, Tingwall and Marlee: Tingwall with values of
> 100 Rg 1', and Marlee with a value of > 1 mg l-tare of particular interest.
corresponding analyses of soluble P show that, in all cases, this fraction
contributes the major proportion (ca 70%) of the total amounts of P; what is
more, at least 60% of this is soluble reactive P (SRP). Certain farm
effluents constituting agricultural point-sources of P, could explain the high
values, but in some situations, e.g. Linlithgow and Rescobie and the other
lochs on the Lunen system, sewage effluent of various types is a possible
additional cause.
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Human influencein the form of waste fromhotels,caravanparks etc. may also
explain the 'hot-spots'aroundLoch Eck, for example. Otherwise,valuesof
ca 50 pg TP 1".are similarto the mean concentrationsmeasured over the year
in the major inflowsdrainingagriculturalland surroundingLoch Leven (e.g.
1-3 re Erlannual mean flows), and equivalent figures of 100-300 pg 1-1
correspondto small farm ditches and drainagechannels (< 0.01 m' s' annual
mean discharge)in that catchment(Bailey-Wattsand Kirika 1987).
Nitrate concentrations(Table 7) were often very differentbetween streams
flowing into the same loch; the two streamsenteringClunie, for example,
gave values of 0.29 and 2.9 mg N Nevertheless,Shiel and Veyatie
exhibit low values more or less all round the catchment(generally
< 20 pg N 1-'),while St Mary's has higherconcentrationsof up to 400 pg
l. These contrast considerablywith the more intensively developed
catchmentsof Linlithgow (0.49- 1.3 mg N Rescobie (0.74 to 4.1 mg 1-')
and Marlee (0.16 to 4.7 mg 1-'). The overallrange of N concentrations,is
some 1500-fold,from ca 7 pg N l in Asta, Spiggieand Veyatie to 9.8 mg 1-1
in the small,piped inflowto ColdinghamLoch.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION II: THE SENSITIVITY FACTORS
DETERMINING TEE IMPACT OF NUTRIENT INPUTS ON LOCH WATER QUALITY
So far, the pressures byway of general nutrient burdens have been considered
separately from the waters receiving them. This section examines certain
relationships between the lochs and their catchments as well as features of
the lochs themselves; it is these factors which determine the impacts of the
nutrient supplies. Plainly, a large number of physical and chemical factors
are involved, and the relative importance of any one factor varies between
waterbodies, and also temporally (eg seasonally), within a system. Here,
lochs with features enhancing the conversion of nutrients to aquatic plants
are contrasted with the systems that appear not to possess these features.
4.1 The relationships between predicted phosphorus loading and loch
morphology
The combination of the size of the lochs and the amounts of phosphorus
entering them, indicates how pressured the waters are. Figure 13 uses data on
surface area, mean depth and volume as indices of size, and the P loadings
predicted from landuse and the numbers of people in rural and urban
communities, of overwintering geese, and of caged fish.
The lines superimposed on these plots show that most of the waters lie within
100-fold bands in terms of P load on these size parameters, ie 0.001 t - 0.1
t haS6, 0.01 t - 1.0 t m4, and 0.01 t - 1.0 t 10" m6. From Bailey-Watts,
Sargent, Kirika and Smith (1987), the corresponding values for Loch Leven are
0.015 t ha4, 5.4 t m4 and 0.42 t 10-6m6. On this basis, Loch Insh - which
gives the highest load-to-area ratio (Figure 13a) - is under considerably
greater pressure than Leven; other waters with a larger load-to-area ratio
than 0.015, include Balgavies, Carlingwark, Cran, Pavan, strathbeg,clunieand
Harlee (which are the 2 lowest lochs in the lower Lunan series). By
contrast, Branxholme, nuddingston,Unclean, Coldingham, Tingwall, Lowes, St
Mary's and St John's are the least pressured on this basis.
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only one of these waters, however, compares with Loch Leven, in terms of the
tonnages of P per metre mean depth; this is Strathbeg (Figure 13b) - another
broad shallow system, although one in which rural communities and wildfowl are
the main sources of P, rather than urban communities and, in 1987, industry
as at Leven (see Bailey-Watts, May and Kirika, 1991). While this result is
not surprising, because the eutrophication of the Strathbeg system is
reasonably well-documented, it adds credibility to the strategy adopted for
the present study.
Moving away from the extreme value for t P m", the next most pressured
systems on this basis, are Davan and Insh followed by a similar list of waters
to those considered most burdened on the basis of the values for t P ha".
Again too, the waters judged as being under least pressure in terms of t P
m", ie Branxholme, Lindean, Coldingham, St Mary's and Tingwall, also featured
in this category in terms of t P ha', although St John's moves up the series
with a value of ca 0.1 t m". The dispersion of the points in Figure 13c
differs from those in Figures 13a and 13b, although e.g. Strathbeg, Insh,
Balgavies, Carlingwark and Linlithgow again appear at the upper end of the
scale. Values for these, plus e.g. Kilconguhar, Brow and the Lochmaben
waters, are similar to, or exceed that for Loch Leven; this is 0.42 t P 10-6
m3, which would produce a theoretical lake-wide, annual mean P concentration
of 420 gg 1-3- not corrected for flushing rate (see below).
A further assessment of trophic status can be made by calculating, from the
data in Figure 13a, the specific areal loadings of P (ie units of g nt-3)and
relating these to mean depth (Figure 14) according to the models of
Vollenweider (1968), and OECD (1982). Certainly, the intensive studies at
Loch Leven (Bailey-Watts and Kirika 1987; Bailey-Watts, Sargent, Kirika and
Smith 1987) produced results on inflow and in-lake P concentrations, and on
the loading and the P retention coefficient, which fitted very closely to
these models. On the basis of Figure 14 (on which the Leven value would come
just to the right of the point for Rescobie ('Re')), none of the Scottish
waters would be classed as oligotrophic. Indeed, apart from St Mary's Loch,
Loch Shiel, the two small, high altitude Selkirkshire lochs, and possibly
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Tingwall, this set appears to be receiving quite unacceptable, even
'dangerous' loadings of P. Many of them would rank with the most 'notorious'
of Europe's waters, prior to the P reduction programmes carried out on them
(Sas 1989). However, for reasons outlined below, it is unlikely that, in
spite of increased loadings, deep waters would exhibit 'pro rata' increases
in phytoplankton biomass; hence our positioning of the 'eutrophic' and
'oligotrophic' labels on Figure 14.
The impact of a given loading of nutrients depends to a considerable extent
on the general morphology of the loch basin. Thus, a deep waterbody of small
surface area would respond in a very different way to a broad, shallow expanse
of water. Not least, mixing and thus the light climate of photosynthetic
organisms would be different, as would the availability of lit substrates for
colonisation by hydrophytes and attached algae. Ideally, the area-depth and
volume-depth curves should be assessed for this purpose, but time does not
allow this to be done at present. Instead, the relationships between factors
that determine the nature of these curves ie AI, z and VI are examined. From
Figure 15 the potential contrasts in the types of plant community that are
likely to capitalise on the nutrient supplies, can be identified. Each of
the plots serves to distinguish between 4 major forms of basin. These are:
- from the plot of AI on z (Figure 15a):
large, shallow waters of which Strathbeg is the most striking example
relatively large, deep lochs eg Shiel, Eck, St Mary's and Veyatie
relatively small, but deep waters, of which Mill is the only
'outlier'
relatively small, shallow systems such as Branxholme and Lindean.
- from the plot of VI on AI (Figure 15b), Mill Loch is identified as the
relatively largest volume-smallest area water, and Strathbeg is prominent as
the smallest volume-largest area system. However, this graph is
characterised primarily by the axis passing from the points for the group of
small volume-small area waters (Branxholme,Duddingston, Coldingham, Lindean,
Asta and Brow), to those corresponding to the waters that are large in terms
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of both volume and area, ie Shiel, Eck, St Mary's and Veyatie.
- from VI plotted on z (Figure 15c), a relationship which is similar to that
between VI and AI emerges. However, it differs from the plot in Figure 15b,
in the position of some of the waters lying on the (limited) axis passing from
top left to bottom right of the graph; this highlights a contrast between
e.g. mill and Strathbeg, in that the former is much the deeper, and the latter
much the broader expanse of water.
By virtue of its large area and extreme shallowness, Strathbeg is likely to
support an important community of attached plants. The balance between
rooted hydrophytes and associated epiphytic algae on the one hand, and
unattached ie planktonic, algae, on the other, will vary with season, and with
degree of sediment resuspension. Under prolonged periods of calm weather,
relatively dense stands of motile and/or buoyant, phytoplankton per unit of
nutrient supply can be expected. Contrastingly, in rougher weather (heavier)
diatoms may predominate as long as (i) silica is available (see below, and
(ii) the sediments are not of the flocculent type that would be easily re-
suspended and occlude light to the point of advantage to emergent macrophytes,
or other hydrophytes that grow up to, or near, the water surface.
Relatively large waters (in terms of volume/area) which are of moderate depth
e.g. 3-5 m can be expected to exhibit a relatively efficient conversion of
nutrients to phytoplankton year-round; included here would be Coldingham,
Balgavies, Rescobie, Butterstone, Cliff and Spiggie. Plant production is
also likely to be high - given suitable nutrient resources - in somewhat
deeper waters in summer if they stratify; here the potential examples are
Craiglush, Tingwall, Mill, Lowes, Marlee and Clunie.
contrasting with all of the above types of basin, are the sites that resemble
most closely the 'classic' type of Scottish loch, ie. the large, deep waters
e.g. Shiel, Eck, St Mary's and Veyatie. Except during prolonged periods of
calm weather when shallow stable epilimnia may develop, these are unlikely to
be highly productive as regards photosynthetic plants - even if nutrient
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burdens are high.
4.2 Flushing rate
Another point about the early Vollenweider models is that they did not take
account of water renewal (or flushing rate, p). If this is not incorporated
into the analysis, quite misleading conclusions will be drawn. Consider for
example, the potential, lake-wide, annual mean P concentrations that would
result if the predicted P loads were distributed in just a volume of water
equivalent to each loch (Figure 16). Even taking into account likely losses
due to sedimentation, these values are plainly nonsense. It is for this
reason that Vollenweider and others developed new models which incorporated
flushing rate, and the findings from the present study are considered below
in the light of these.
There are reasons why the importance of p cannot be over-emphasised, and
Bailey-Watts, Kirika, May and Jones (1990) discuss a number of aspects of the
ecology of freshwater phytoplankton influenced by p. It determines not only
the loadings from many of the diffuse sources of nutrients, but also the time
available for phytoplankton to capitalise on these resources and produce more
cells. In this way, seasonal variation in p within a waterbody, and
differences in the general regime between waters, are likely to have strong
influences on sequences of phytoplankton; only the relatively rapid-growing
species can establish themselves (in the absence of other losses incurred
through sinking and/or grazing) under high flushing conditions; otherwise,
only rooted, or other attached plants can flourish. Regardless of whether
an environment has the potential to favour, and indeed exhibit, high plankton
productivity (see eg Brook and Woodward 1956), through being, for example,
moderately shallow and well-fed with nutrients, this potential will not be
realised as high biomass, if the water is rushing through the system such that
heavy losses by washout are incurred.
• Good examples of waters that receive large amounts of P, but are also rapidly
flushed, are Insh, Strathbeg and Carlingwark with estimated P loads of 9.1,
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3.2 and 1.9 t respectively and annual p values of 21.4, 14.5 and 11.7 loch
volumes respectively (Figure 17). However, if the results on long-term
variation in p at Loch Leven are applicable to other Scottish waters, there
is a 5% chance of flushing rates varying from -60% to +60% of the 'average'
values. Then, if the values plotted in Figure 17 are accepted as averages,
the theoretical retention time of a system such as Strathbeg, could vary from
10 to 40 days; plainly, the responses of phytoplankton would differ as a
result.
A further obvious, but often neglected point about p, is that it defines the
volume of 'new' water entering a system in say, a year. By introducing it
into considerations about the likely in-lake P levels that would result from
the estimated loadings, a quite different array of values to those presented
in Figure 16 is obtained. As the correction is 14, the point in Figure 18a
for pavan, for example, corresponds to a P concentration less than one-
twentieth of that plotted in Figure 16, while that for Coldingham Loch is some
3 times greater than the corresponding value in Figure 16. Nevertheless,
many waters still register predicted values of > 100 pg P 1-1, and should
therefore be considered eutrophic. But, by comparing the values in Figure
18a, with the OECD boundary system of lake classification, few waters fall
within the hypertrophic category - see inset Figure 18a.
Figure 18b shows how the lochs can be categorised when the predicted annual
P loads are related to the product of mean depth and flushing rate (or z
divided by 14) following Vollenweider (1975). This exercise emphasises that
the flushing volume (Vi)of a system rather than the loch volume per se should
be examined when assessing the likely impacts of (applications for) fish farm
installations, or for any catchment development likely to increase nutrient
burdens to a waterbody. The two parameters are plotted in Figure 19, while
Table 8 highlights the contrasts in the Vf values of pairs of lochs of similar
V1, and identifies another water whose VI is similar to these Vf values. The
common message from these considerations is that the siting of say, a fish
farm on a waterbody with a Vf of x is likely to cause less serious
eutrophication problems, than its siting in a waterbody with a VI of x.
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Table 8. Comparisons and contrasts between selected lochs on the basis of
their physical volumes (VI)and the flushing volumes (V,) ie the product of VI
and p; all values in units of 10' m'.
Pair of waters V, V, Another water with
of similar VI VIsimilar to V,
Coldingham 25 10 Duddingston (11)
Lindean 24 24
Branxholme 13 57
Brow 14 302 Spiggie (314)
Craiglush 139 612 Lowes (630)
Strathbeg 151 2190 Rescobie (2014)
Lowes 630 1008 Insh (1285)
Marlee 550 3740 Veyatie (3007)
similarly, while Loch Insh (VI, 1285 x 10' m') is some '4, the size of Loch
Shiel (VI, 79 x 10' re), the annually renewed volume of water in the /nsh
system (27 x 10' m') is some 50% of that in the slow-flushed larger loch (55
x 10' e).
Plots of p on z, and on VI (Figure 20) contrast the systems in which attached
plants are likely to dominate primary photosynthetic biomass, with those in
which the planktonic flora is more favoured.
4.3 Likely seasonal patterns of input to nutrients from the different sources
The sampling strategy adopted for this study cannot assess seasonal variation
in nutrient inputs. However, it is important to appreciate that temporal
patterns in the delivery of N and P will vary according to source. In this
way alone, the different sources will impact differently on the receiving
waterbodies.
The dependence on p is a useful basis on which to distinguish external
sources, in this connection - and Bailey-Watts and May (1992) demonstrate the
contrasting patterns of loadings and concentrations that result, according to
nutrient source. As examples, flushing-dependent (runoff-related) inputs
from rough grazing will vary with rainfall patterns, while the various
schedules of fertiliser application to different arable crops, forest areas
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and improved grassland, will also affect the loading seasonality.
Contrastingly, the STW-derived inputs will vary according to day-of-the-week
but, setting aside the influence of stormwater overflows, they will not be so
closely linked to rainfall. Nevertheless, influxes of tourists in summer
and/or winter in some of the areas included in this study, will also affect
the patterns of nutrient export from urban and rural sources. Still
different loading regimes will be associated with overwintering wildfowl, and
with fish farms.
4.4 Stratification
If a thermally stable column of water develops with well-defined epilimnion,
thermocline and hypolimnion, algal growth is likely to be enhanced even in
deep, oligotrophic systems; also, certain motile and buoyant phytoplankton
forms are probably advantaged over say, 'heavy' diatoms. Under such
conditions however, this otherwise favourable, surface epilimnetic zone, is
the most affected by flushing; the throughput of water can be thought of as
being more 'focused' on this upper layer at this time. By the same token,
the hypolimnion is characterised by a longer residence period than at other
times of the year when the water column is mixed throughout its depth. Then,
material raining down into the deeper zone, or released from the sediments at
its base, can accumulate (see next section).
Of the 36 basins in which temperature profiles were recorded, 13 appeared to
be more or less isothermal over the whole column, 7 exhibited a slight and/or
general decrease in temperature with depth, while the remaining 16 showed
clear thermal layering of the water (Table 9). Figure 21 illustrates some
of the striking profiles obtained. The grouping of the lochs in terms of the
field data on stratification, compared reasonably with the situation suggested
by Hanna's (1990) equation discussed in section 2.1.5, and the relationships
between predicted thermocline depth (zt) and the z and z values for the
basins.
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Table 9. Waters grouped on the basis of the extent of thermal stratification -
summer 1991
Isothermal waters
Coldingham
Lindean
Branxholme
Rilconquhar
Rescobie west
Strathbeg east
west
Spiggie
St John's
Veyatie east
Veyatie central
Cliff central
Waters exhibiting a general
decrease in temperature
with depth, but no sharp
discontinuities:
St Mary's
Linlithgow
Davan
Brow
Asta
Tingwall south
Insh West

Waters exhibiting ± 'classic'
3-layer structures
Balgavies east
west
Rescobie east
Marlee east
" west
Clunie
Butterstone
Lowes
Craiglush
Eck north (2 major discontinuities)
" south
Shiel north
" south
Tingwall north*
veyatie west
Insh east
Cliff arm*
Cliff entrance to arm*
*assumed from differences between
surface and bottom temperatures,
but no profiles taken
4.5 Phosphorus retention and the potential for release of phosphorus from the
sediments
Phosphorus retention values (R,- shown in Figure 22), derived from the areal
water loading (g• section 2.1.4), ranged from just under 0.1 (Loch Insh) to
over 0.9 (Kilconquhar and Coldingham); in other words, the study includes
waters in which the amounts of P they retain each year approximates to between
10% and 90% of the annual loadings received. The indications are, however,
that many of the waters are likely to retain between 40% and 50% of what they
receive, and only the very highly flushed waters retain such smaller
proportions, and only very low-flushed systems retain much larger proportions.
Note in Figure 22, however, that some shallow lochs e.g. Coldingham,
Kilconquhar and St John's feature at the upper end of the 11,spectrum -
because they are also low-flushed.
where a standing water lies within the catchment of another loch, it can be
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consideredas &melioratingthe potentialeffectsof catchmenteutrophication,
by 'absorbing'a certain amount of the P otherwisedestined for the lower
loch. In this regard, a proportionof the lossesof P from the Balgavies
catchmentdoes not reach that loch becauseRescobieintervenes; similarly,
Tingwallretains some of the P headingfor Asta. However,the Lunan series
of lochs provide a marvellousexample of a cascade of waters - 5 in all,
startingwith Craiglushand endingwith Marlee (AppendixII). A preliminary
investigationof the cumulativeeffects of the series on the P loading to
marlee loch (Winkler1991),distinguishesbetweenthe 'immediate'catchment
of each loch,and the portionof the catchmentdrainingthem via the preceding
water(s). It can be calculatedthat, if there were no gains in land
catchment area from loch to loch, virtually none of the P coming into
Craiglush (Pp 0.47) would reach Marlee. As it is, the land area does
increasevia Lowes, Butterstone,and Clunie,and P iS lost from these areas;
thus, while still only a smallfractionof P enteringCraiglushis likely to
reach marlee,the loadingto Marlee is considerable. The loadingsdiscussed
earlierfor each loch are correctedfor the P-retainingcapacityof standing
waters in theircatchmentsand the effectsof doingthis are discussedin the
accountsof each of the waterbodiesin Volume II.
In most waters,the amountsof P measuredare not solelyderivedfrom recent
inputs from the catchment. The water columns of both shallow lakes (e.g.
Loch Leven - Bailey-Watts,Kirika, May and Jones 1990), and deep systems
(Mortimer1942) can gain P at rates far in excess of those explainableby
externalsources,and this is due to releaseof P - primarilyin the form of
phosphateor solublereactiveP (SRP)- from sediments. There are a number
of releasemechanisms;wind-inducedmixingof depositsandP-richinterstitial
water can take place in shallowwaters (Drakeand Heaney 1987),while redox-
controlleddesorptionof phosphateions from iron and manganesehydroxides,
for example,occurs especiallyin deep, deoxygenatedwaters (Mortimer1941,
1942, 1971). However,evidence from a column circulationexperiment at
Coldingham Loch (Bailey-Watts,Wise and Kirika 1987) and the long-term
surveillanceof Loch Leven,suggeststhat shallow,warm sedimentsmay release
P, even thoughthe water to within a few millimetresof the sedimentsurface
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is reasonably well-oxygenated. Thus, sites in which P release could be
important, include not only the thermally well-stratified waters which
exhibited near, or virtual anoxia near the sediments, but also a number of
shallow lochs that were isothermal, but warm. In shallow, productive systems
too, photosynthesis-induced increases in pH can also lead to enhanced P
mobility. The total list is as follows:
thermally-stratified columns, near anoxia at depth
Halgavies (both basins) Butterstone
Rescobie (east) Lowes
Marlee (both basins) Craiglush
Clunie
more or less isothermal, but warm columns
Rilconquhar (17.4°C) Brow (17.6°C)
Rescobie (west basin 17.4°C) Asta (17.1°C)
Strathbeg (west basin 18.8°C) Cliff (all 3 basins -
18.0°C, 17.2°C,
17.8°C)
Notable exclusions from these lists are the well-stratified waters, in which
bottom water temperatures are low and dissolved oxygen levels are at least
608 saturation:
St Mary's (7.9°C @ 44 m)
Eck - north basin (8.3°C @ 42 m)
- south basin (11.9°C @ 21 m)
Shiel - north basin (6.5°C @ 100 m)
- south basin (11.8°C @ 31 m)
Veyatie - west basin (9.0°C @ 10 m)
Insh - east basin (9.4°C @ 22 m)
The bottom water temperatures vary inversely with loch depth, but none of
these lochs is a classic, climacticwater, in which the bottom water remains
at ca 4°C in summer. This is because either the water masses are so enormous
that heat cannot be lost rapidly enough for temperatures to fall as low as
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this (as in the case of Shiel- Smith,Lyle and Rosie 1981),or the basinsare
sufficiently shallow to remain more-or-less well mixed until 'summer'
temperaturesprevailandthe associatedhigherdensity-intergradesbringabout
more permanent stratification(Hutchinson1957).
4.6 Light penetration, water colour and turbidity
The present study has not categorisedthe waters on the basis of colour or
turbidity,but these can affectthe extentto which nutrientsare taken up by
e.g. phytoplankton,in 2 ways. One effect is on the penetrationof light,
and thus, the climate for photosynthesis. In many of the lochs, the depth
at which light in the photosyntheticallyactive radiationband (400-700nm)
is reduced to 1% of the surfacevalues,is 5 m to 12 m. The main exception
is Rescobiein which a very densecropof a picoplanktoniccyanobacteriumwas
present; this, rather than the intrinsicallyclear water itself, was the
major light-attenuatingfactor- a situationwell-documentedfor Loch Leven
(Bindloss1974, 1976)where 'self-shading'of phytoplankton(seeTalling1960)
used to exert an importantcontrolon the biomassmaxima (Bailey-Watts1988).
Dissolvedyellow (humic)substancesalso absorb light (Kirk1983),but there
are no exceptionallypeatywatersin this study.
The secondeffect on phytoplanktonproductionpotential,also concernshumic
content. It may affect primaryproductionby sequesteringphosphate and
thereby renderingit less irmediatelyavailableto algae (Jones,Salonenand
de Haan 1988).
4.7 Conductivityand pH
The spreadof conductivityandpH valueshas alreadybeen noted (Figures 8 and
9). Within both of these arrays,the dilute, deep systemsplainlycontrast
with rich, shallow,and especiallynear-coastwaters; indeed,the 2 rankings
are generallysimilar,suchthatvariationin pH is associatedwith 60% of the
variationin (log) conductivity(Figure 23).
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Far from pondering on simply the potential effects of enhanced nutrient
enrichment, the main concern with many of these waters is the existing high
levels of eutrophication pressure. Indeed, the prevailing concentrations of
nutrients (see below) and associated plant biomass, presumably contribute to
the higher conductivity and pH values recorded. Nevertheless, given
favourable physical conditions (e.g. long residence time, clear water, and
suitably shallow mixing depth), the addition of nutrients to even the lowest
conductivity systems is likely to result in increased algal and/or hydrophyte
productivity and, usually, biomass as well (Bailey-Watts, Kirika and Howell,
1988).
4.8 Silica concentrations
Plainly, the more plentiful the dissolved silica, the greater the likelihood
of diatoms as well as other algae, capitalising on the (enhanced) supplies of
other nutrients - although again physical conditionswill determine the actual
extent to which biological uptake of this nutrient takes place. Thus, fram
Table 10 diatoms would be expected to be more prominent in e.g. Linlithgow,
Balgavies, Kescobie and most of the lochs on the River Lunan system, than in
e.g. Veyatie.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Ins TIE RESPONSES - THE COMBINED
EFFECTS OF PRESSURES AND SENSITIVITIES AS INDICATED BY
WATER QUALITY IN SUMMER 1991
5.1 Nutrient status of the open and outflow waters
A number of features can be established from the results on the nutrient
content of open waters (including the water immediately above the sediments)
and of the corresponding outflows:
relative trophic status
clues to horizontal mixing and/or changes taking place within the loch
basin
indications of whether P is being released from the sediments.
Further comparisons with the data on the feeder streams can give information
On the degree of net losses of nutrients to, or from the sediments.
The range of open water TP levels measured in summer,.are shown in Figure 24.
This suggests that Rilconquhar is by far the richest water, although with
values exceeding 50 pg P Mill, Rescobie, Balgavies and Strathbeg are
still eutrophic. At the other end of the range are Eck, Shiel (north basin),
St Mary's (north basin) and Veyatie with levels of < 10 pg
One of the most exciting findings of this study - because it supports a
'hunch' that the strategy adopted in this work would be appropriate - is
embodied in Figure 25a. This shows a tolerably good relationship over the
whole spectrum of waters studied, between the desk-predicted annual P loading
expressed as a flushing-corrected P concentration, and the single measure of
actual P level, ie the summer concentration. Indeed, a log-log linear
regression analysis shows that 70.1% of the variation in one variable is
associated with the variation in the other variable (ie the coefficient of
variation, r2, is 0.709, where n = 26). However, the value for Rilconquhar
('Rig')is highlighted as having a large standard residual value and a large
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influence on the regression. The lower panel of Figure 25a plots the data
excluding Kq; more exploratory analysis is necessary, but the indications are
that by discounting, in addition to Kq, the data for Branxholme ('Be') and
Mill ('Ml'), an even stronger relationship between the 2 variables would
result. An immediate conclusion to draw from these results, is that the desk
analysis is an appropriate method for categorising waters over a broad
spectrum of trophic status.
It is important to stress, however, that the similarity between the predicted
and measured values for any system is coincidental. Even if the P loadings
and the annual mean, lake-wide, flushing-correctedconcentrations derived from
them were 'right', there are numerous reasons why they need not equal the P
levels measured in summer. First, P levels fluctuate seasonally - albeit
less so in large oligotrophic waters than small eutrophic systems; the
predicted values could then either exceed, or fall below the measured value.
A second reason for the discrepancy between predicted and measured values,
concerns the line shown in Figure 25 for y (log measured summer P
concentration) = x (log annual mean lake-wide P level predicted from the desk-
estimated loadings) - and this concerns the varying proportions of the P
entering a basin that are lost to the sediments. In this case, the desk-
predicted loadings and concentrations would be expected to exceed any measured
values - and indeed, Figure 2Sa shows this is so with most of the present
summer values. Losses to the sediments is a factor accounted for by the
model of Dillon and Rigler (1974) - to which incidentally Loch Leven
measurements fitted extremely closely. This model predicts the mean annual
in-lake P concentration UTP], in Rg 1.4),from the P retention coefficient
(m), the P loading (L, in mg nr2 y4), lake mean depth (z, in m) and the
flushing rate (p in lake volumes y'), as follows:
[TP],= L(I - R) 

z x p
When the values predicted for L, R and p, together with information collated
for z, are related in this way, and the P concentrations measured in the
scottish lochs in summer [TP), are regressed on the predicted [TP], figures,
the following equation is obtained:
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log [TP].= 0.756 (TP),+ 0.483
(n = 26, r' = 0.49).
Thus only 49% of the variation in one variable is associated with the
variationin the other- althoughagain,the 'aberrant'resultsfor Branxholme
have a large standard error, while the Kilconquhar figures have a large
influenceon the equation.
Figure25b shows the graphsfrom this analysis; note that the y = x line now
passes through the main groupof points.
A third area relevantto the differencesbetween predictedand measured P
levelsrelates to the fact that the summerP concentrationin particularmay
well be higherthan the annualaverageconcentration,(i)if algae constitute
the major componentof the P and/or (ii) if P is releasedfromthe sediments.
Finally,low P concentrationsin a loch may under-representthe water column
per se, as they ignorerootedplantsand periphyticalgae; indeed,the water
of the 'weedy'LinlithgowLoch - an intrinsicallyquite rich waterbody,was
extremelyclear,with the highestrecordedsecchidisc readingof this study,
i.e. 5.6 m (Figure26).
Table 11 shows that thereare only slighthorizontaldifferencesin TP in the
surfacewaters, althoughthis does not necessarilymean that the P comprises
the same proportionsof dissolvedand particulatefractionsthroughout a
waterbody. However,there are a large numberof lochswhere SRP levels in
the bottomwater are significantlyhigherthanthose foundat the surface,but
still moderate i.e. < 8 gg SRP 1-'as in e.g. Clunie, Butterstone,and the
north basins of Eck and Shiel. In others,the near-sedimentconcentrations
are high by any standards,as in e.g. Linlithgow,Balgavies,Davan, Brow and
Asta.
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Table 11. Surface open-water (op), outflow (ou) and sediment-overlying
(ov) concentrations of total phosphorus (TP) and the total
soluble (TSP) and soluble reactive (SRP) fractions, recorded in
1 loch basins during summer 1991.* denotes no data. N = north
basin, S = south basin, E = East basin, W = West basin, C =
Central basin and A =
Basin op TP op TSP op SRP ou TP ou TSP ou SRP ov SRP
Coldingham 49.5 28.1 4.5 31.0 28.1 4.5 4.8
Lindean 13.8 8.5 2.5 13.3 8.5 2.1 4.3
Branxholme 15.7 7.1 1.7 25.7 8.5 2.1 2.5
St Mary's N 8.2 3.6 1.3 7.7 4.1 0.4 2.0
St Mary's S 12.3 5.5 0.9 7.7 4.1 0.4 *
Rilconquhar 1252.3 1163.6 1133.2 1263.6 1097.7 1088.4 1151.8
Linlithgow E 26.8 19.5 3.4 23.6 18.2 3.4 28.4
Linlithgow W 38.6 27.7 8.5 * * * •
Balgavies E 57.1 45.0 24.0 64.3 55.3 36.6 71.0
Balgavies W 61.9 30.3 14.8 * * * *
Rescobie E 79.5 14.2 4.4 63.8 11.8 3.0 5.7
Rescobie W 85.2 12.8 3.0 * • * *
Marlee E 26.2 10.4 3.0 19.0 10.4 2.6 7.8
Marlee W 19.5 8.5 2.6 * • * *
Clunie 11.4 8.0 2.6 15.7 8.5 2.6 7.2
Butterstone 23.8 10.4 3.0 21.9 9.5 3.0 6.3
Lowes 15.7 10.9 3.5 19.0 11.8 3.5 22.2
Craiglush 11.4 6.1 2.2 15.2 8.5 3.0 3.7
Strathbeg E 61.1 16.0 3.7 63.4 13.4 2.9 *
Strathbeg W 57.8 13.8 2.9 * * * *
Davan 32.8 23.2 11.6 32.3 20.5 8.7 50.7
Eck N 8.1 4.3 1.8 6.7 3.3 1.8 4.3
Eck S 6.2 3.8 * * * * *
Shiel N 7.1 3.3 1.8 6.7 3.3 2.2 6.3
Shiel S 12.4 3.3 2.2 * * • *
Mill 92.4 13.4 3.3 * * * *
Spiggie 22.8 8.9 2.5 19.5 8.0 2.9 2.7
Brow 26.6 7.1 4.1 29.0 8.0 4.1 11.8
Asta 16.2 6.2 3.7 10.5 5.8 3.3 10.6
Tingwall N 17.6 9.8 3.3 11.4 5.3 2.1 6.8
Tingwall S 10.9 5.3 2.5 11.4 5.3 2.1 3.5
St John's 16.6 8.5 2.9 20.4 9.8 3.3 3.3
Veyatie 8 10.3 7.1 4.5 7.9 6.2 4.0 3.6
Veyatie C 9.3 6.2 2.7 * * * *
Veyatie W 8.4 5.7 3.1 * * * 3.3
Veyatie A 4.7 4.3 2.2 * * * 2.0
Insh E 14.6 3.5 3.2 13.1 8.8 2.9 *
Insh W 13.3 9.9 3.0 * * * *
Cliff C 16.2 9.8 2.1 * * * 2.3
Cliff E 39.9 16.5 4.5 * * * 3.7
Cliff A
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All of the sediments of these waters must be suspected of releasing phosphate,
and most of them exhibited near-anoxic conditions at depth (cf. section 4.6).
However, Linlithgow and Davan are major exceptions, while the results from Eck
and Shiel may well reflect the greater utilisation of SRP by algae in the
surface waters, rather than any vigorous desorption of phosphate from the
bottom deposits.
A comparison between these in-lake P concentrations, with the values obtained
at the inflows (where these feeder streams exist), suggests that the water
columns of Coldingham, Davan, Brow and Asta may gain extra P from their
sediments, while there is a marked net flux of P from the water columns of
Linlithgow and St John's (due to rooted hydrophytes and epiphytic algae?), and
from those of Balgavies, Marlee, Clunie, Strathbeg and Tingwall (to the
sediments?). In the absence of more detailed information on the sub-
catchments associated with each of the inflows sampled, the remaining waters
show no evidence of marked flux of P to, or from, the sediments (ie St Mary's,
Rescobie, Butterstone, Craiglush, Eck, Shiel, Spiggie, Veyatie and Irish).
Table 12 shows that the outflows and open waters of the following lochs are
reasonably similar in nitrate content: Lindean, Branxholme, Linlithgow,
Balgavies, Butterstone, Eck, Shiel, Brow, Tingwall, St John's and Veyatie.
Contrastingly, the open water levels exceed the outflow concentrations in the
following systems: Coldingham, Rilconguhar, Marlee, Clunie, Lowes, Craiglush,
Strathbeg, Davan and Asta. Only in 4 of the waters are the outflow
concentrations significantly higher than the open water values ie St Mary's,
Rescobie, Spiggie and Insh. A preliminary assessment of these results
suggests few consistent associations between the relationship of open and
outflow nitrate levels, but over a total range of 3-2115 pg N 1-'in the open
waters, the lower values tend to correspond to the very shallow lochs (Figure
27). This is in keeping with observations on the shallow Loch Leven, where
summer nitrate minima can be explained by the high rates of bacterial de-
nitrification at the (warm) sediment surface (Bailey-Watts, Ririka, May and
Jones 1990).
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The higher the nitrate concentrations in open water - even in summer, when in
many temperate waters the nitrate minimum occurs - the lesser the likelihood
of N-fixing cyanobacteria being prominent. However, this does not mean that
the species that often fix atmospheric N under conditions
Table 12. Nitrate concentrations (ug H/1) in the surface open water (op),
the outflow (ou) and the sediment-overlying water (ov) of 41
loch basins sampled in summer 1991. *denotes no data. North,
South, East, West and Central basins are denoted by If,11,E, ii
and C respectively while side arms are indicated by A.
basin Op ou OV
Coldingham 71 37 74
Lindean 19 18 21
Branxholme 24 22 21
St Mary's N 162 200 167
St Mary's S 198 * *
Rilconguhar 10 70 10
Linlithgow E 31 315 289
Linlithgow W 341 * *
Balgavies E 187 188 241
Balgavies W 190 * *
Rescobie E 33 94 55
Rescobie W 30 * *
Marlee E 2115 '1629 2062
Marlee W 2000 * *
Clunie 687 294 884
Butterstone 95 96 90
Lowes 143 72 146
Craiglush 88 10 162
Strathbeg IS 8 4 *
Strathbeg W e * *
Davan 132 112 133
Eck N 147 162 192
Eck S 156 * 195
Shiel N 39 42 92
Shiel S 43 * 89
Mill 168 * *
Spiggie 3 33 6
Brow 9 8 7
Asta 14 5 6
Tingwall N 6 4 9
Tingwall S 5 * 75
St John's 8 9 7
Veyatie E 18 20 18
Veyatie C 18 * *
Veyatie W 22 * 42
Veyatie A 35 * 32
Insh E 79 92 *
Insh W * * *
Cliff C 2 • 6
Cliff E 16 * 18
Cliff A 9 * 11
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of low NO3.N are any less likely to appear; their success then depends more
on physical conditions and the situation as regards grazing zooplankton
(Bailey-Watts 1986).
5.2 Phosphorus levels in the sediments
5.2.1 Sedimentinterstitialwater
Pore water SRP concentrations averaged over the uppermost 5 cm of the
sediments ranged from ca 4 lig1' to 300 og 1-2. The richest sites on this
basis include those with the largest catchments ie Insh, Shiel and St Mary's,
but also Lowes, Linlithgow and Coldingham (Figure 28a) - an enormously
disparate group of waters in terms of many of the physical and chemical
characteristics discussed so far. The lowest concentrations were also
recorded in a mixed set of systems including the high-pH Asta and Brow and the
low-pH western arm of Loch Veyatie. There would thus appear to be little
correspondence between this ranking, and the general order based on any other
single determinand - even degree of anoxia, or warmth of bottom waters (see
Section 4.6).
However, if just 3 of the systems are excluded from the analysis, there is a
reasonable correspondence between interstitial SRP and the predicted P loads
to the lochs expressed as t P 5,-2(Figure 28b). The 3 main outliers are
Coldingham, Branxholme and Lindean; why this is so has not yet been
investigated. Curiously, there is little semblance of a relationship such
as shown in Figure 28b, where the loading is expressed either as g P m-2, or
as the P retention coefficient-corrected values for loading or specific areal
loading. Why this is so also requires further investigation.
Numerous studies have shown that the amounts of P dissolved in the pore waters
represent but a minor fraction of the total P in the sediment (Bostrom,
Jonsson and Forsberg 1982; see also Bailey-Watts 1990 for previous information
on the Loch of Cliff, Bailey-Watts, May and Kirika 1991 on Loch Leven, and
Bailey-Watts and Kirika 1991a on Loch Eye). It is probable therefore that
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if sediment P reflects eutrophication pressures at all strongly, it will more
likely do so in the total P content, and this is examined in the following
section.
5.2.2 Particulate matter
The ordering of the basins in terms of the total P in the top 5 cm of the
sediments (Figure 29a) suggests that the deposits in Lowes and at the
confluence of the ann with the main basin of the Loch of Cliff (Unst,
Shetland) are the richest in P. The latter record is of note, in that
effluent from a bankside fish farm used to be piped out to this point (Bailey-
Watts 1990). Contrastingly, the value for Lowes is larger than those
obtained from the 3 waters below it in the Lunan series. What is more, apart
from Lowes, the sediment content increases down that system, i.e. Craiglush
< Butterstone < clunie < Marlee. This suggests that any supposed cumulative
retention of P down the cascade (see section 4.6) is offset by the pressures
from the immediate catchments of each water.
The sediments in which P comprises > 0.3% on a dry-weight basis include - in
addition to the lowest 3 Lunan lochs - Linlithgow, Balgavies, Spiggie and
Insh, and all of these have been classified as representing the richer end of
the spectra of various other trophic pressure indicators. Nevertheless, as
with the results on pore water P levels, waters of quite different character
can be grouped closely together on the basis of % P per unit dry weight;
compare for example the relative positions here with those based on e.g.
predicted P loading (Figures 18 and 25) of Davan and Rilconquhar, Branxholme
and Brow, and Tingwall and Rescobie. Also, while on the basis of predicted
annual mean and measured summer P concentrations in the water column, St.
John's comes more-or-less in the middle of the range, its sediments appear to
be the poorest in P. Many of these values, however, lie within the range 0.1
to 0.2% P of dry-weight, which is commonly found for eutrophic muds (see e.g.
survey by Bostrom, Jansson and Forsberg 1982), but sites in Loch Leven gave
values ranging from 0.1% to 0.4% (Bailey-Watts,May and Ririka, 1991).
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The conclusiondrawn fromthisaspectof thework is that while conceptually,
the P content of the muds would be expectedto reflect external P loads,
neither the predictedload expressedas t P y" or g P m" nor the productsof
these values and the calculatedP retentioncoefficientsshow any consistent
relationshipwith surface sedimentP content. Figure 29b illustratesthis
with the figures for t P y4.
5.3 Phytoplankton abundance and species composition
5.3.1 Chlorophylla concentrations
Phytoplankton biomass varied over 2 orders of magnitude - from a few
microgrammeschlorophylla per litrein Asta,Lindean,Shiel, St Mary's,Eck,
and Insh, to 145 gg 14 in Mill. The distributionof values is considerably
skewed, so the concentrationsareplottedon a logarithmicscale in Figure 30.
with the vast majority of the basins supportingless than 10 pg 14 in
summer, the set of waters as a whole would'appearto be of little concern.
Nevertheless,these values representthe outcomeof the combined resultsof
phytoplankton biomass production and losses due to e.g. grazing and
sedimentation. Of interestis the relativesimilarityin a/gal levels in
waters of markedly different mean depths e.g. the shallow Kilconquharand St
John's on the one hand, and Insh and Eck on the other. One way of viewing
this is that higher plantsmay be stemmingphytoplanktonproductionin e.g.
St John's, and zooplanktongrazing is depressing algal levels in e.g.
Kilconquhar; as a result, these intrinsically rich waters appear
oligotrophic. Anotherview mightbe that 'classically'nutrient-poor,deep
environments like Shiel and Eck, are showing signs of eutrophicationby
producing - under summer,stratifiedconditions- crops comparableto those
in the richer, shallowlochs.
Although the overall levelsof algae are low, there is a good relationship
between the log-transformedvaluesand waterclaritymeasured as SecchiDisc
transparency (Figure 31). This suggests that in general, much of the
variation in waterclarityis associatedwithalgalbiomass,and not dissolved
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colouredmaterialor detritalparticles.
Thesesummerpigmentlevelsdo not relate in a consistentway to mean depth,
but three groups of waters can be discerned(Figure32). Group I consists
of mill and Rescobie comprising the major outliers with chlorophyll
concentrationsof ca 145 and 80 gg 1" respectively. The second group
consistsof 7 waters of which 5 are between 1 m and 2 m mean depth, and
thereforepotentiallyvery 'weedy'- at leastin summer. The third group,
which is comprised of the other 17 lochs, describes a fairly strong
chlorophyll-lochdepth relationship.
Algalbiomassis related somewhatsimilarlyto the mixed depth (or epilimnion
depth- Figure 33) as to mean depth. Unfortunately,no temperatureprofiles
were taken at Mill Loch but the prominentcyanobacterialbloom (see below)
correspondedto very hot calm weather- indeed,a surfacevalue of 19.4°Cwas
recorded. So, not only was the column likely to have been very sharply
stratifiedbut the mixed depth (z.14)was also probablyvery shallow. It is
thus quite reasonableto expectthat the point for Mill Loch would have lain
as indicatedin Figure 33 ie correspondingto a zn4value of ca 0.5 m. ti:It
would then have extended the reasonably consistent chlorophyll-2,44
relationshipdescribedby the systemsreferredto as group III in Figure 33.
As with the biomass-meandepthplot,Rescobieremainsan outlier,suggesting
a very efficientbuild-up of algalbiomass. In relativeterms, Coldingham
Lochand the easternand centralbasinsof Veyatiecan be consideredsimilarly
efficient. The shallowwaters referredto as group II in Figure 32, occupy
a relativelysimilararea of Figure33, but are 'joined'by Clunie,Craiglush
and Insh. Under summer stratifiedconditions,epilimneticpopulationsof
algae are likely to incur enormous losses by washout. Hence, the
predominanceof benthic Oscillatorias and diatomsin Insh (watson1991).
The overallrelationshipbetweensummer algalbiomassand the predictedP load
is poor (Figure34). However,the foregoingconsiderationsallowreasonably
confidentstatementsto be made as to why a particularwater occupies the
positionshown. For presentpurposes,let the major factorsdeterminingthe
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position of the systems within the area to the right of the line drawn on this
Figure be assessed. On the basis of the summer chlorophyll values, each of
these waters appears to be low in algae per unit of P load - relative to the
remaining 6 waters, ie Branxholme, Lindean, Coldingham, Brow, Rescobie and
Mill:
a group of lochs in which algal biomass is likely to be limited by low P
levels - ie dilution of the P load, whatever this burden may be; examples are
the large lochs Shiel, Eck and St Mary's.
a group in which, whatever the P load or [P] achieved, the physics of the
systems mediate against achievement of high phytoplankton biomass; examples
are firstly, the deep waters including Shiel, Eck, St Mary's and Tingwall,
secondly, the very shallow systems such as St John's and Kilconguhar, and
thirdly, the highly flushed waters such as Insh, Davan, Strathbeg,
Butterstone, Asta and Balgavies - all of which have p values of m 8 loch
volumes y' (compared to the value of 1.8 for Loch Leven).
C. a group of waters in which the physics are again important, but this time
by way of small mean depth-which enhances the success of rooted hydroPhytes
and attached algae, and offers these communities a coMpetitive edge over the
phytoplankton; examples are St John's, Linlithgow and Strathbeg.
Plainly where a waterbody is listed in more than one of the categories above,
the cumulative effect of low nutrient levels and shallowness, and possibly
high flushing too, is likely to be evident; Davan would appear to be the best
example of such a situation.
5.3.2 Qualitative features of the phytoplankton and associations with the
loch environment
The total number of species recorded exceeds 100, even in this set of
seasonally restricted samples. This may reflect the generally low biomass
levels, and of note in this connection are too contrasting situations, i.e.
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(i) the more or less pure stand of ca 12 x 10' colonies m14 Microcystis
aeruginosa KUtz emend. Elenkin,correspondingto 145 ug chlorophylla 1-'in
Mill Loch, and (ii) the densecropsof 0.45and 1.2 x 10'cellsm14 of a less-
commonlyrecordedSynechococcus (nearS. plankticus Drews,PrauserandUhlmann
1968) in the Rescobiebasins wherevaluesof 76 and 81 Kg chlorophylla were
recorded. The actual number of speciesis not known, however,becausemany
of the types haVe not yet been assignedwith any confidenceto the 'species'
level. Indeed,in the case of the majorityof the many nanoplanktonicalgae
includingchrysoflagellatesno greaterthan5 Km, and all of the picoplankters
(s 2 Km - see Sieburth, Smetacekand Lenz 1978), the question of identity
focuseson whether an organismis, for example,a chlorophyte,a cyanophyte
or chrysophyte. A number of these small organisms are not likely to be
noticedby a lessexperiencedobserver,yet thesealgae and cyanobacteria(see
Carr andWhitton 1982)can be verynumerous. Startingwith the picdplankton,
the followingparagraphs attemptto associatethe differing phytoplankton
assemblages with characteristicsof the various loch environments. In
additionto overalltrophic status(asindicatedin Figure 18), mean andmixed
depths (Figures20 and 24), flushingrate (Figure20), the levels of nitrate
and SRP relatedas shown in.Figure 35 are taken into account; this is because .
the ratio of N to P can be an importantdeterminantof algal quality.
The Synechococcus that was abundantin Rescobiewas also present (thoughat
densitiesof only 10' - 10'ml-')in the'morehighly flushed Balgavies into
which Rescobiewater eventuallyflows. This cyanobacterium,which can be
classedas 'picoplankton'even thoughthe cell lengthexceeds2.0 Km (seee.g.
Bailey-WattsandKomarek1991),is thusassociatedwith the relativelyhighly-
enrichedwaters,of 'ideal'mean depth,and ones which, in any case, stratify
to produce a warm shallow layer. Partlyas a result of the growth of the
Synechococcus, nitrate-Nand phosphate-Plevelsare low in summer, although
a favourableweight ratio of ca 10N:1Pis maintained. 'True'picoplankters
ie s 2 Km in all dimensions,were presentin prodigious numbers in a wide
range of waters. These includewhatmay wellbe singlecells of the colonial
cyanobacteriumAphanothececlathrataW. et G.S. West (seebelow). Population
densities tended to increase with general richness ie from ca 10'ml-' in
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Uncleanand Branxholmeto > 106m1-1in Strathbegand Brow. However, 10'to
10 m1-Iwere estimatedin the samplesfrom the 'oligotrophic'Eck and Shiel,
and from Davan which is a potentiallyrich system but one in which high
flushingmediates againstmajor planktonicalgal biomassaccumulation. In
this respect,Davan resemblesLoch Dee in Galloway (Bailey-Wattsand Kirika
1991b).
Aphanothece clathrata as somewhat:largeraggregations/loosecoloniesbut still
mostly < 40 gm, was observedin almost all of the waters, but the higher
densitieswere recordedin Strathbeg(2.2x 106m1-'),Rescobie(0.1 x 106m1-1)
and Balgavies (25 x 10 m1-1). Notably however, the chemically and
morphometricallyoligotrophicTingwallgavevaluesof ca 2 x 10 coloniesm1-1.
Tingwall was also special in being the only loch in which abundant
Phabdoderma lineare Schmidleand Lauterbornwas noted,ie 40 x 10 ml. This
organism is similar to Aphanothece in the delicate, loosely structured,
mucilaginous'colonies',but differsin thatthe cellsare relativelylong and
narrow,ie 4 or 5 ismby ca 1 ym, while those of Aphanothece are generally1-2
sm and spherical (except during cell division). A second colonial
cyanoimcteriumwhich was also recordedin any major abundancein only 1 loch
is Merismopedia Meyen; it was found in Strathbeg where the estimated
populationdensity was ca 25 x 10'm1-1. This shallow loch is perhaps not
surprisingas a Merismopedia site in that the plate-formingcolonies are
likelyto be suited to a surface-sedimentexistenceas much as to the water
column itself.
The only remainingcolonialcyanobacterialof major note in the present study
(ie excludingthe bloom-formingMicrocystis in Mill Loch itemised above) is
Gomphosphaeria Kilts. It is somewhatsimilarto Microcystis except that (i)
there are strands of dense mucilage which radiate from the centre of the
colonies,(ii)cellsdividelongitudinally,not cross-wise,and are especially
prominent at the outer edges of the colony and (iii) the colonies rarely
exceed say, 60 sm in breadth,whereas Microcystis aggregationscan reach
millimetres. The speciesrecordedis near G. naegeliana (Ung.)Elenk. but
the taxonomy of it and similar-lookingalgae is under review (Komarek and
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Hindak 1988). One of its featuresis that the coloniesoften fragment in
Lugol's iodine; thus,as a colonymay containmany thousandsof cells,it is
not surprisingthatit has been recordedas singlecellsin many of the waters
here, ie ca 10'm1-1in Harlee, Clunie and Tingwall, ca 10 Butterstoneand
Lowes, and 45 x 10'in Spiggie. Nevertheless,it plainly formed a minor
background to the Microcystis in Mill Loch, (ca 50 colonies m1-1)and was
importantalso in Cliff (40 ml-')and Spiggie(ca 700 m).-1).
Filamentouscyanobacteriaof note in this study,includeAphanizomenon and a
range of straight or more-or-lesscurved, as well as coiled, species of
Anabaena. The Aphanizomenon (almostcertainlyA. flos-aguae Ralfs ex. Born.
et Flah.) was recordedin only 1 water - Rilconguhar. This is notable in
that Rilconguharhas been grouped with Coldingham on the basis of the
combinationof shallownessand low flushing,and prior to mixer installation
in the BerwickshireLoch, it producedsubstantialbloomsof this alga (Bailey-
Watts 1987). What is more, while the NO,-Nto SRP weight ratio in summerin
coldinghamLoch is now around 10:1-20:1,it used to be ca 0.2:1due to massive
release of phosphate from the sediments,and associated (7 microbial)
denitrification.In this respectit then resembledthe currentconditionof
Rilconguharwhere the summer N-tO-P ratio is very much in favour of P ie
0.004:1 (Figure35), althoughas arguedin the limnologicalprofile on this
loch (VolumeII) sedimentreleaseis probablynot the main cause of the high
P levels in Rilconguhar. Under such a regimeit is not surprisingthat the
incidenceof N-fixingcells ('heterocysts'- see Fay, Stewart,Walsby and Fogg
1968) in the Aphanizomenon was high, i.e. ca 30% of the filamentsbore at
least one heterocyst.
There is however,anotherfeatureof the situationat Rilconguharwhichraises
an issue of considerableimportancein the general interpretationof algae-
environmentassociations- and this is grazingby zooplankton. A numberof
authorshave notedthat in many temperatewaters,largealgae (suchas bloom-
forming cyanobacteria)are relativelymore abundantin summer than winter,
and, by the same token, small algae are the more prominentat the beginning
and end of the year. Plainly,physicalfactorssuch as the developmentof
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a stable water column in summer are involved, and indeed, the Microcystis
bloom in Mill Loch and the larger Aphanothece colonies elsewhere, are
reflections of this. However, the additional influence of grazing
zooplankton should not be overlooked. Certainly, the explanation of a number
of long-term and seasonal changes in the phytoplankton of Loch Leven is
improved when fluctuations in the abundance of e.g. Daphnia are taken into
account (Bailey-Watts 1978, 1982; Bailey-Watts and Kirika 1981; Bailey-Watts
1986). Similarly, the situation at Kilconguhar id more explicable, bearing
in mind that it was the only water visited in which many large filter-feeding
cladocera were observed. These are known to be very efficient grazers - on,
primarily, small algae (e.g. Gliwicz 1980). Time has not yet permitted
analysis of the crustacean zooplankton samples collected during this study,
but the intention is to look at this aspect. The final point to be made
regarding the Kilconguhar results, is that the large-bodied (ie 2-3 mm)
Daphnia observed there, indicate low predation by fish - a 'top down' effect
on the structure of the pelagic system (Northcote 1988). This fits with
anecdotal accounts of 'no fish in this loch'.
Other than in Mill and Kilconguhar Lochs, there were no massive blooms of
large cyanobacteria. Nevertheless, Anabaena flos-aguae (Lyngb.) Breb., was
numerous, enough to be noticed with the unaided eye in Eck, Spiggie and St
John's (10-20 colonies ml"), Brow (ca 50 ml") as well as Coldingham (ca 100
ml") - the latter being sampled in mid-June when the temperature was still
only 11°C. The record for Eck indicates that not only are blue-green algae
by no means the preserve of rich shallow waters, but that a classic
'eutrophic' genus such as Anabaena, can appear in an ostensibly oligotrophic,
large, deep loch - other physical factors permitting. This suggests that
these lochs are not as bereft of nutrients as might be generally thought.
In this connection, it is important to note the presence of Anabaena(s) albeit
at densities of < 10 ml", in the relatively oligotrophic Branxholme, Veyatie,
Lowes and craiglush, as well as those waters which are thought of as more
eutrophic eg Butterstone.
The other group of cyanobacteria of note in this sample of waters, includes
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the narrow(ca 1-3 ism)Oscillatoria speciesof e.g. of the 0. limnetica Lemm.,
O. planctonica Wolosz.,and O. redekei Van Goor types (also under taxonomic
review - Meffert 1988), and the morphologicallysimilar Pseudanabaena
(likewisebeing re-classified- Anagnostidisand Komarek 1988). These are
non-heterocystous,and are more-or-lessconfinedto the richer shallow lochs,
ie Strathbeg (6 x 10' of O. linnetica and of Pseudanabaena), Brow (300
Pseudanabaena ml-')and Asta (60 Pseudanabaena ml-')which were, at the time
of sampling,nevertheless,relativelylow in inorganicN and P content.
Diatomswere prominentin rather few-waters,but this is not surprising,since
these algae are more commonlyassociatedwith springand autumn; their main
incidencesare as follows:
- Asterionella formosa Hass. (> 100 cellsml-'):St Mary's (both basins) and
veyatie (east, central and west basins);these records are important in
showingan associationbetweenan algaindicativeof mild eutrophication,and
(i) the first-mentionedloch in the catchmentof which forestryhas increased
and the Megget reservoirwas constructedover recent years, and (ii) the
latter loch on the main inflow of which a fish farm is situated.
- unicellularcentric diatoms (> 100 m14): Rescobie (east), Marlee (both
basins),Strathbeg,Veyatie (the westernarm) and Cliff. The inclusionof
Veyatie in this group is puzzling in that this arm is so unlike the other
waters; however,the speciesof diatomis different- ie Cyclotella comensis
Grunow as opposed to forms of C. comta (Ehrenb.)Kutz. and Stephanodiscus
hantzschii Grunow (see Bailey-Watts1988).
This list of 'diatomwaters' does not correspondvery well to the group
identifiedon the basis of inflow SiO,levels (section4.9), but that view
refersto the relativelikelihoodof diatomsbeingprominentover the year as
a whole - not just the summer. Indeed,the general lack of diatoms in the
present samplesprobablyreflectsthe overallthermallystable columns than
any marked unavailabilityof silica - sincemany of the lochs contained a 1
mg SiO,1-1(Figure36).
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Green algae were recorded in all of the waters, but in the context of
eutrophicationthe abundancesof Chlorococcalesare of greatestsignificance.
These include a diverseassemblageof unicellulartypes (bothnon-motileand
flagellate forms), colonial species in which a mucilage investment is
prominent,and coenobialforms. They were generallymost abundant in the
waters that have been rankedthe richeston the basis of predictedloadings
etc. ie Balgavies,Rescobieand Strathbeg.However,they contributedmoderate
proportionsof the populationsfoundin Cliff,Tingwalland Spiggie,as well
as those in the 'oligotrophic'sitesEck, Shiel and Branxholme.
The remainingspeciesof algaethatwere recorded,fall into one of two major
groups - the cryptoflagellatesand the chrysoflagellates. These were
represented in every loch but, at present, there seems to be no clear
association•betweentheir abundanceand any major featuresof these loch
environments. For example,the summernumbersof Rhodomonasand Cryptomonas
(cryptophyceae)were by far the highestin the west basin of Rescobie (ea 22
x 10'ml"), while populationsof between 2 x 10' ma-'and 4 10 ml" were
recordedin 3 very contrastingwaters - Rescobieeast, the arm of Cliff, and
Davan.
This preliminaryexaminationof the phytoplanktonin general and the last
commentsregardingcrypto-flagellatesin particular,highlightthe need for
further analysis,and one which looks at a number of physicaland chemical
featuresof the loch at one and the same time.
5.4 Rotifer composition with reference to special indicators of trophic
status
5.4.1 Species compositionand abundance
Almost 50 speciesof rotifercouldbe distinguishedin the samplescollected.
Of these, 24 were identifiedto specieslevel,12 to genus (Table 13) and the
remainderwere classifiedas unidentified.
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Total rotiferdensitiesrangedfrom relativelylow values in Kilconquhar(2
ind 1") and St Mary's (64 ind. 1") to fairlyhigh values in Cliff (2136ind.
1-')and Brow (2174ind. 1") (Figure37). It is misleadingto draw too many
conclusionsfrom these data alone,as the values are based on a singlevisit
to each site. Rotifer populationdensitiescan change very rapidlybecause
of their high reproductiverates and shortlifespans,so it should be borne
in mind that a repeat visit justa week latercould have given very different
results in terms of absolute numbers. However, in relative terms, the
abundant populationswould still have been abundant,while the low numbers
would still have been low. Bearing this in mind, the data suggest that
higher rotiferdensitiesoccurredin amaller,shallowerlakes with low-water
transparency (Secchi disk) rather than larger, deeper, clearwater lakes
(Figures 38-40). They also tended to be more abundant in warner waters
(Figure41).
The only species which was found at almost every site was Keratella
cochlearis. This was absentonly from Kilconquharand Linlithgow. Other
commonlyoccurringspeciesincludedKeratella quadrate(12 sites),Polyarthra
dolichoptera and Rellicottia longispina (11 sites), Synchaeta aitina (9
sites) and Polyarthra vulgaris (8 sites). The remainingspecieswere found
at a very small number of sites (< 6).
Rotifer abundance varied greatly from species to species, the highest
densities being recorded for Keratella cochlearis (2108 ind. 1") in Brow,
Polyarthra vulgaris/dolichoptera (1128ind. 1") and Trichocerca pusilla (792
ind. 1") in the arm of Cliff, and Trichocerca stains (466 ind. 1") in
Butterstone. Most other rotiferswere presentin very low numbersoften less
than 100 ind. 1, and frequentlyless than 10 ind. 1".
The occurrenceof Ascomorpha ovalis (8 ind. 1-')in Asta is of particular
interestbecausethis speciesfeedsalmostexclusivelyon the dinoflagellate
Ceratium whichwas also foundin abundanceat this site. Similarly,Gastropus
stylifer, which feedspredominantlyon dinoflagellates,was usually foundin
association with Ceratium. The relative abundance of Polyarthra
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vulgaris/dolichoptera (112 ind. 1-')in the arm of Cliff is also worthy of
note because Polyarthra generally feed on small flagellates,especially
Cryptomonas and Rhodomonas, and largenumbersof these flagellateswere found
at this site.
5.4.2 Rotifers as environmental indicators
Perhaps the more important feature of these rotifer samples is species
composition. Most rotifer speciesproduceresting eggs which are resistant
to desiccationand are easily dispersedby a variety of agents, such as the
wind and migratory birds. So, their presence or absence at different
locations within a small geographicalarea, such as Scotland, probably
reflectstheir environmentalpreferences. Many species are very sensitive
to environmental conditions and can only establish a population where
conditionsare favourable. Becauseof this,it has been suggestedthat many
speciesmay have value as environmentalindicators (Thumark1045; Berzins
1949; Lillieroth 1950; Järnefelt1952; Pejler 1957, 1965, 1983; Radwan
1976,1984; Gannon and Stemberger1978; Berzinsand Pejler 1989; Pontin and
Langley 1992).
Many peoplehave suggestedthatrotifersmaybe good indicatorsof the trophic
statusof waterbodies (e.g.Gannon and Stemberger1978; Berzins and Pejler
1989). Of the 23 species identifiedduringthis survey, 19 are considered
to be potentialindicatorsof laketrophyand 15 have been assigneda trophic
ranking number, based on their occurrencein Swedish lakes, by Berzins and
Pejler (1981) (Table 13).
The presenceor absence of each of these latter 15 species in each of the
survey lochs is shown in Table 14. The rotifers are ordered accordingto
their trophic ranking number (Pejler1989),while the lochs themselvesare
rankedaccordingto measuredopen-water,totalphosphoruslevels. Even with
this incompletedata set, therewas a tendencyfor 'oligotrophic'speciesto
be more common in lochs with low total P values, such as Shiel, Eck and St
Mary's,while 'eutrophic'specieswere more often found in lochs with much
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Table 13. Species list of rotifers found during the survey of Scottish lochs.
Those considered to be indicators of the trophic status are
indicated with an asterisk (*) and those which have been given a
trophic ranking number by Pejler (1989) are indicated with a (+).
Brachionidae Asplanchnidae
* Brachionusangularis Asplanchnaspp.
* Keratellacochlearis Synchaetidae
* Keratellaquadrata Synchaeta7kitina
* Kellicottialongispina Synchaeta?oblonga
Anuraeopsissp. * Synchaetaspp.
* Ploesomahudsoni
Lecanidae + * polyarthravulgaris
* Lecane lunaris + * Polyarthradolichoptera
Lecane Topias + * Polyarthraeuryptera
Lecane spp. Polyarthraspp.
Trichocercidae Testudinellidae
Trichocercasimilis + * Pompholyxsulcata
Trichocerca7inermis + * Pilinialongiseta
* Trichocercapusilla
Trichocercasp. Conochilidae
+ * Conochilusunicornis
Gastropidae Conochilussp.
* Ascomorphaovalis
* Ascomorphaecaudis Collothecidae
Ascomorphasp. * Collothecasp.
* Gastropusstylifer
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genera Polyarthra, Asplanchna,Synchaeta, etc. In addition, some key
indicatorspecies may have been overlookedby sampling each site only once,
as many rotifer species are seasonalin occurrence. An attemptwas made to
improve this situation by collectingsamples from the lake bottom so that
'out-of-season'species lyingdormantin the sedimentscould be added to the
species list for each loch (May 1986). However, insufficienttime was
availablefor these samplesto be examinedin detail.
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Table 14. Rotifer Indicators of trophic status in relation to measured open water P
concentrations of the 25 lochs visited.
C. - Cawhams uniconsir
Ae - Arcomorpha ecaudis
Gs - Geol.-opus nylifer
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6. RESULTSAND DISCUSSIONIV: OVERVIEW
The aim of this sectionis to draw togetherthe findingsof the study in two
ways. The major characteristicsand special features of each of the
waterbodiesexamined- site 'profiles'- are presentedin Volume II. The
other part of the overview is presentedbelow and looks at the set of
catchments as a 'sample', perhaps representativeof the Scottish loch
environmentas a whole, and the eutrophicwaters in particular.
The study illustrateswell the enormousvariety of waters to be found in
Scotland. The range in size and chemicalcharacteris considerable, even
if, for example,the smallestand largestsystems,the most acid and the most
alkaline, and the most and least enrichedare ignored. Stratification
patternsdifferfrom loch to lochaccordingto localweatherand the specific
dimensions of the basins, but the lack of 'classic'hypolimniawith bottom
temperatureof around4°C, undoubtedlyreflectsthe highlyvariable,oceanic
climate of Scotland. What is more,Scotlandhas good examplesof small,i.e.
shallow and low-volumesystems,whichare also low-flushed.-The tendencyis
to associatelow flushingsolelywith largewatersin Temperateregions. The
prominenceof a picoplanktonin this set of waters is notable. However,in
contrastto the physicaland chemicalfeatureshighlightedso far as being of
particularimportancein Scotland,the presenceof theseminute algae is not
- likely to.prove so special. The more probableexplanationis that these
smaller elementsare generallyoverlooked.
Turning to eutrophicationissues,very varied mixturesof nutrient sources
have been identified. Superimposedon the range of systemsdescribed,these
inputs have - not surprisingly-produceda varietyof chemicaland biological
responses. Nevertheless,diffusesourcesof nutrientsoutweighpointsources
by far, even settingaside the large,reasonably'wild',catchments,such as
that of Insh - the.drainageareaof whichis approximatelythe same as all of
the other catchmentsput together. Indeed,the predominanceof non-point
inputsof nutrientsto the surfacewaternetwork,suggeststhat considerations
about the assessment,control and preventionof eutrophicationshould now
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focusmore on diffuse enrichment,e.g. from rural developments.
Because the study concernseutrophication,the selectionof lochs is biased
towardsnutrient-enrichedsystems. It is not surprising,therefore,that at
leastsome of the (predicted)phosphorusloadingsare very high. That many
of thesecertainlyexceedthe valuesmeasuredat LochLeven, i.e. 0.015t per
ha of surface, 5.4 t per metremean depth, and 0.42 t per 10'm' volume, is
perhapsdisturbing. However,when the studywaters are examinedin termsof
the relationship between specific areal loading of P (ie g m4) and the
product of mean depth and flushingrate, a differentperspectiveis gained.
Then,oligotrophic,mesotrophicand eutrophiclochsare broadly identifiedas
follows:
oligotrophic mesotrophic eutrophic
increasing
P status
Branxholme Cliff Craiglush
Lindean Clunie Balgavies
Insh Asta Castle
Veyatie Marlee Brow
St Mary's Duddingston Mill
Shiel Coldingham Davan
Eck Butterstone Linlithgow
Tingwall Lowes Rescobie
St John's Strathbeg
Spiggie Carlinqvark'
Kilconquhar
only ca 3 of these waters would be judged more eutrophic than Leven -
Kilconquhar, Strathbeg and Carlingwark. These, and a number of other
'chemicallyeutrophic'systemsneed not alwaysbe seenas seriouslyaffected,
however, unless they also appear to be 'biologicallyeutrophic' i.e. with
blooms of algae, or overgrowthsover otherplants. Chapter 7 suggeststhat
the present data shouldbe analysedfurther,in relationto other criteria,
and other models for rankingwaters in terms of trophic status.
The project as whole highlightsthe importanceof the generallywet weather
in Scotland in ameliorating,through its effects on flushing rates, the
biological results of nutrientenrichment. The situationwould be quite
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differentif continentalratherthanoceanicweatherregimesprevailed. Even
if totalannualrainfallremainedunchanged,prolongedhot, dry summerswould
effectmany more instances of dense (cyanobacterial)blooms. Still, the
Scottishenvironmentexhibits numerouschemical signs of eutrophy, such as
hypolimnetic de-oxygenation, and evidence of phosphorus release from
sediments. Also,while real 'hot-spots'in the way of thick aggregationsof
algae are few in this series of waters,P-rich feeder streams are not rare,
and watersin which dense macrophyticgrowthsand attachedalgae (as opposed .
to phytoplankton)predominate,are common. As emphasisedagain below, the
albeit sparse populationsof 'eutrophic'algae in such waters as Eck and
Veyatie,shouldbe carefullynoted,and the conditionof these and many other
waters,monitored.
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7. EVALUATIONOF THE STRATEGYADOPTED FOR ASSESSINGFRESHWATER
CATCHMENTS,AND SOME VIEWS ON MONITORINGEUTROPHICATIONTRENDS
IN LOCHS
The resultssuggestthat the generalprogrammeof catchmentanalysiscombined
with limnologicalreconnaissanceis appropriate. Plainly,samevery valuable
information has been gained, and this has enhanced our quantitative
understandingof the factorsdeterminingsomeof the responsesof lake systems
to eutrophicationpressures. This particularstudyhas alsobeen instructive
in coveringsuch an enormousvarietyof catchments. Especiallyencouraging
are (i) the correspondencefound between predicted loadings of P and the
summer measure of nutrient status, and (ii) the information that has
facilitatedreasonablysensible interpretationsof the varied responses of
phytoplanktonbetweenthe differentsystems. However,improvementsto the
approachare necessary,and some suggestedmodificationsare outlined later,
and includeimmediaterequirementsfor assessingandmonitoringsites. There
are other issuesthat the work has identifiedas worthyof furtherattention,
and these include:
multivariateanalysisof the data - much of the progressso far being
based on bivariateanalysis.
formulationof models that may describebetter the 'Scottish'
situationwith regard to relationshipbetweene.g. stratification
patternsand lake form, and P loadingsand in-lakeP levels; at
present,only existingmodels have been used.
developmentof models taking accountof the cumulativeP retention
capacityof standingwaters on the same river system; the Craiglush
to Marlee chain would provide a very good systemon which to base
furtherwork of this type.
incorporationof seasonalloadingpatternsinto the 'pressures-
sensitivity- responses'theme; in common with much of the
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eutrophicationliteratureworld-wide,the present study has limited
the analysesto annualmean values for e.g. P loadings.
basic biologicalstudieson picoplankton.
the extent and occurrenceof sedimentP release in certain shallow
waters which, while stratifyingonly intermittently,have warm bottom
deposits in summer.
the use of rotifer assemblagesas trophicindicators.
(viii)furtheranalysisof sedimentdata.
further analysis of chemical and biological material already
collected,and interpretationalongsidethe existing database; major
opportunitiesexist for 'mapping'thedistributionof planktonicmicro-
crustacea, and the stratigraphyof diatom frustules,heavy metals and
radionuclidesin the sediments.
examination of schemes additionalto those covered by this report,
for ranking waters in terns of trophic status ('oligotrophic',
'mesotrophic'etc); there is a need to highlight even further the
difference between models focusing on chemical eutrophy and those
concerned with biological eutrophy (Bailey-Watts 1990b).
As to improving the present strategyfor assessingnutrient loadings,(but
still focusingprimarilyon desk analysisrather than detailed fieldwork),
more up-to-datecensusesof landuse and populationnumbersare needed. maps
are soon outdated in these respects, and even local authorities have
difficultyin maintainingrecords on housing,for example. While still not
advocatingintensivesamplingprogrammes,a winter-timecollectionof water
from main inflows and the outflowof eachwaterbodywould enhance the work;
chemical and biologicalanalyseswould then indicate the standingstock of
nutrients, for example, at the start of the year, and the over-wintering
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planktonpopulations.
Other work needed to improvethe assessmentsof nutrientloadings,concerns
intensivestudieson lossesfrom land areaslimitedto a single,well-defined
use. Data on P and N loss coefficientsfor specific forage crops and•
vegetablesare needed. More informationis also required,on the impact of
ruralcommunities- throughthebehaviourof septictankeffluentson soakaway
systems in different soils - on the nutrientstatus of surface waters. in
this connection,'hot spots'of high N and/orP concentrationsin the inflows
alreadyobtained,would be worth investigatingfurther.
Althoughprimarily a reflectionof time availability,there are a number of
omissionsfrom the currentanalysison the factorscontrollingthe sensitivity
of a waterbodyto its nutrientburden. Firstly,more detailedexploration
of lake bathymetry ie lake 'form' would facilitate more quantitative
predictionsabout the balancebetweenhydrophytesand other rooted/attached
plant communitieson the one hand, and the planktonicflora on the other.
Secondly,there is considerablymore to be obtained from the existing data
set, if a number of featurescouldbe consideredbasinby basin, rather.than
on just a loch basis. Importanthere,are physicalparameterse.g. p, z and
zw, and values such as P.retentioncoefficientsderivedfrom them, as well
as nutrientloadings.
For monitoringthe conditionof the presentsample of waters, and indeed of
any new sites, a summersamplingreconnaissanceof the type describedin this
report,combinedwith a wintertimevisit,wouldbe veryvaluable. Certainly,
attempts should be made to measure oxygen levels in the hypolimnia of
stratifyingwaters once per year. Of course,the more intensethe sampling
(in time and space), the greater the amount of information obtained.
However,experienceof the presentprogrammeand a numberof previousstudies
carriedout by this laboratory,suggeststhat duplicatesamplesfor chemical
and biologicalanalysis,takenfrom I openwater site,a major inflow and the
outflow at ca 6-weekly intervalswould usually be adequate. Adjustments
would need to be made accordingto loch; large,deep systemstend to change
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more slowlythan smallershallowsystems,due to the differingsusceptibility
to changingweather patterns.
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AppendixI. Letter codes, the namesof the lochs, and the sampling dates('*' denotessedimentsampling as yell as water collections)
Co - Coldingham 11 June I.
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June *
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 june *
Bve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie(east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie(west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 JUly *
Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Sayan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *
Ml - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall(north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall(south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Ine - Insh (east) 18 July *
Inw - Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
á
APPENDIX II
An example of a GIS-based, digitised catchment
Redrawn with annotations from Ordnance Survey
1:25 000 Map Sheets numbers no 05/15, NO 04/14,
and 1:50 000 Map sheet No 53
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Figure Legends
Each legend includes a table of the 2- and 3-letter codes and the full
names of the catchments, and the date(s) on which they were sampled. *
indicates the waters from which sediment samples were also taken. Some
co-ordinates are so similar that the code labels overlap, making them
difficult to read; this Table thus indicates by means of vertical bars,
the sites for which similar values were measured.
Figure la. The locations of the lochs sampled on the Scottish mainland
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - Branxholme Easter 13 June *
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow (east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow (west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies (east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies (west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *
Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
Sbe - Strathbeg (east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg (west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *
M1 - Mill (open water dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Ins- Insh (east) 18 July *
Inw- Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled -
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
Vy
Cn
Yin Sb
'as
Sh
In Dv
jl Ek

Cs Du Ihr
Lw Mr Ihr
IC
LI
Du
LBe I
My
MI
Ca
Co
Ck
Figure lb. The locationsof the lochs sampled on the ShetlandIsles
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June *
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Eve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie(east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie(west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *
Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July •
tg - Craiglush 6 July *
Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan ' 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July •
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *
MI - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall(north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall(south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) . 21 August *
In6- Insh (east) 18 July *
InW- Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August •
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled•
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
Cf
Sp
Sr
Figure 2.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
Eq - Rilconquhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)


11 June *
13 June *
13 June *
18 June *
18 June
25 June *
26 June
26 June *


Bve - Balgavies(east)


2 July *


Bvw - Balgavies(west)


2 July


Ree - Rescobie (east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west)


2 July *


Mre - Marlee (east)


3 July *


Mrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July *


Bu - Butterstone


5 July *


Lw - Lowes


6 July *


Cg - Craiglush


6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg(east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - Davan 17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July *


Ml - Mill (openwater dip .only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
Twm - Tingwall(nort.h)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Ins- Insh (east)


18 July *


Imi- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure3.
Co - Coldingham 11 June •
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June *
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Eve - Balgavies(east) 2 July •
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 JUly
Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July •
Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July •
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw- Lowes 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *141 - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie
.5August *Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Inc- Insh (east) 18 July •
Inw- Insh (west) 18 July *Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August •
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 4.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June *
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June •
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie(west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July •
Mrw - Harlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July •
Cg - Craiglush 6 July •
Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *
Ml - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August •
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Int- Insh (east) 18 July *
Inn- Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence) 7 August •
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 5.
	
Co - Coldingham
	
Li - Lindean
	
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
'Kg - Kilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow (east)
Llw - Linlithgow (west)
Bve - Balgavies (east)
Bvw - Balgavies (west)


11 June •
13 June *
13 June •
18 June *
18 June
25 June *
26 June
26 June *
2 July •
2 July


Ree - Rescobie (east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west)


2 July *


Mre - Marlee (east)


3 July •


Mrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July *


Bu - Butterstone


5 July *


Lw - Lowes


6 July •


Cg - Craiglush


6 July •


Sbe - Strathbeg (east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg (west)


16 July


Dv - pavan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July A'


Ml - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August •
As - Asta


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Inc- Insh (east)


18 July *


InJ- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August •
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August •
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Figure 6.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow (east)
Llw - Linlithgow (west),
11
13
13
18
18
25
26
26
June *
June *
June *
June *
June
June *
June
June *


Bve - Balgavies (east) 2 July •


Bvw - Balgavies (west) 2 July


Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *


Mre - Bailee (east) 3 July *


Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July


Cu - Clunie 4 July *


Bu - Butterstone 5 July *


Lw - Lowes 6 July *


Cg - craiglush 6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg (east) 16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg (west) 16 July


Dv - Davan 17 July •


Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *


Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *


M1 - Kill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) ' 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August •
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm). 21 August *
Inc- Insh (east) 18 July *


Ins- /nsh (west) 18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled



Ca - Castle not sampled



Ck - Carlingwark not sampled



Cn - Cran not sampled



Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 7.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxbolmeEaster
Hyn - St Mary's (north)
Hys - St Mary's (south)
11
13
13
18
18
June *
June *
June *
June •
June
-
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June •


Lle - Linlithgow (east) 26 June


Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *


Eve - Balgavies (east) 2 July •


Bvw - Balgavies (west) 2 July


Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west) July •2


Mre - Harlee (east) JUly *3


Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July


Cu - Clunie 4 July •


Bu - Butterstone 5 July *


Lw - Lowes 6 July *


Cg - Craiglush 6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July


Dv - Davan 17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *


Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *


Hl - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie 5 August *Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August •
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August •
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *Inc- Insh (east) 18 July •


Inw- Insh (west) 18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled



Ca - Castle not sampled



Ck - Carlingwark not sampled



Cn - Cran not sampled



Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 8.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean • 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June •
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June •
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow (east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow (west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies (east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies (west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *
Mrw - Marisa (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes. 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
Sbe - Strathbeg (east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg (west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south). 25 July *
M1 - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August •
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Inc— Insh (east) 18 July *
In4- Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 9.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Hyn - St Hary's (north)
Hys - St Hary's (south)


11
13
13
18
18
June *
June *
June *
JUne *
June


Kg - Kilconguhar


25 June *


Lle - Linlithgow(east)


26 June


Llw - Linlithgow(west)


26 June *


Eve - Balgavies(east)


2 July •


Bvw - Balgavies(west)


2 July


Ree - Rescobie (east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west)


2 July •


Mre - Marlee (east)


3 July •


Mrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July *


Bu - Butterstone,


5 July *


Lw - Lowes


6 July *


Cg - Craiglush


6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg(east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - Davan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July *


MI - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August •
Vye - veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Ins— Insh (east)


18 July *


Inw- Insh (west)


. 18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
cfa - cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
ca - castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 10.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June •
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June •
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Bye - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *
Hrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *
M1 - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall(north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August */nt- Insh (east) 18 July *
Inw- Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence) 7•August*
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Pm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure Ila.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June •
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June *Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow (east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies (east) 2 July *Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie (east) 2
*Z.1'Rew - Rescobie (west)Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *
Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July *Cg - Craiglush 6 July •Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 JulySbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July •
shn - Shiel (north) 24 July •Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July */41 - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *Br - Brow 5 August *As - Asta 6 August *Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August •Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Int- Insh (east) 18 July *
In4- Insh (west) 18 July *Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 1lb.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)


11 June *
13 June *
13 June.*
18 June *
18 June


Eq - Kilconquhar


25 June *


Lle - Linlithgow (east)


26 June


Lim - Linlithgow (west) 26 June *


Bve - Balgavies (east)


2 July *


Bvw - Balgavies (west)


2 July


Ree - Rescobie (east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west)


2 July *


Mre - Karlee (east)


3 July *


Mrw - Karlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July *


Bu - Butterstone


5 July •


Lw - Lowes


6 July *


Cg - Craiglush


6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg (east)


16 July


8bw - Strathbeg (west)


16 July


DV - Davan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)
shn - Shiel (north)


24 July *
24 July *


Shs - shiel (south)


25 July *


M1 - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta .


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August •
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Int- Insh (east)


18 July *


IN- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 Amgust *
Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle ' not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 12a.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June *
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Eve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Reecobie (east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *
?ire- Marlee (east) 3 July *
Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July •
Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25.July *
MI - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - .Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August •
Int- Insh (east) 18 July *
In4- Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure
Co -
Li -
Be -
Myn -
Mys -
12b.
Coldingham
Lindean
BranxholmeEaster
St Mary's (north)
St Mary's (south)
11
13
13
18
18
June *
June *
June *
June *
June


Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *


Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June


Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *


Bve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *


Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July


Pee— Rescobie(east) 2 July


Rew - Rescobie(west) 2 July *


Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *


Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July


Cu - Clunie 4 July •


Bu - Butterstone 5 July *


Lw - Lowes 6 July *


cg - Craiglush 6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July


Dv - Davan 17 July *


Bkn - Eck (north) 23 July *


Rks - Eck (south) 24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *


MI - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall(north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall(south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie(east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie(central) 21 August


Vyw - Veyatie(west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie(arM) 21 August *
Ine- Insh (east) 18 July *


Insh (west) 18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled



Ca - Castle not sampled



Ck - Carlingwark not sampled



Cn - Cran . not sampled



Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 13a.,
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
Icig- Kilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
11 June *
13 June •
13 June •
18 June •
18 June
25 June *
26 June


Eve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *


Bvw - Balgavies(west)


2 July


Bee - Rescobie(east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie(west)


2 July *


Mre - Marlee (east)


3 July •


Mrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July *


Bu - Butterstone


5 July *


Lw - Loves


6 July *


Cg - Craiglush


6 July •


Sbe - Strathbeg(east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - Davan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July *


M1 - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall(north)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall(south)


6 August •
Sj - St John's


10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) .


21 August *
Inc- Insh (east)


18 July *


Inw- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre) *7 August


Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 13h.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June *
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie(east) - 2 July
Rew - Rescobie(west) 2 July *
Nre - Marlee (east) 3 July •
Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Loves 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
•Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *
MI --Mill(openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn %--Tingwall(north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall(south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie(east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie(central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Int- Insh (east) 18 July *
In4- Insh (west) 18 July * •
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 13c.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Hyn - St Mary's (north)
}lye- St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)
Bve - Balgavies(east)
Bvw - Balgavies(west)
Bee - Rescobie(east)
Rew - Rescobie(west)
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2
2
2
2
June •
June *
June *
June •
June
June *
June
June *
July •
July
July
July •


Hre -'Marlee(east)


3 July •


Hrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July •


Bu - Butterstone


5 July *


Lw - Lowes


6 July *


Cg - Craiglush


6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg(east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - Davan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - shiel (south)


25 July *


MI - Hill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asti


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall(north)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall(south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Inc— Insh (east)


18 July *


Inw- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 14.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)
Eve - Balgavies(east)
Bvw - Balgavies(west)
Ree - Rescobie(east)
Rew - Rescobie(west)
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2
2
2
June *
June *
June *
June *
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June *
June
June *
July •
July
July *


fire- Marlee (east)


3 July *


Mrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July •


Bu - Butterstone


5 July *


Lw - Lowes


6 July •


Cg - Craiglush


6 July •


Sbe - Strathbeg(east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - pavan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July •


Shs - shiel (south)


25 July *


Ml - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall(north)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall(south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August •
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Ine- Insh (east)


18 July *


/nW- Insh (west) July *18


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 15a.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconquhar
Lle - Linlithgow (east)
Llw - Linlithgow (west)
Bye - Balgavies (east)
Bvw - Balgavies (west)
Ree - Rescobie (east)
Rew - Rescobie (west)
Mre - Marlee (east)
Mrw - Marlee (west)
Cu - Clunie
Bu - Butterstone
Lw - Lowes
Cg - Craiglush
sbe - Strathbeg (east)
Sbw - Strathbeg (west)
Dv - Davan
Ekn - Eck (north)
Eks - Eck (south)
Shn - Shiel (north)
Shs - Shiel (south)
Ml - Mill (openwater dip only)
Sp - Spiggie
Br - Brow
As - Asta
Twn - Tingwall (north)
Tws - Tingwall (south)
Sj - St John's
Vye - Veyatie (east)
Vyc - Veyatie (central)
Vyw - Veyatie (west)
Vya - Veyatie (arm)
Ine - Insh (east)
Inw - Insh (west)
Cfc - Cliff (centre)
Cfa - Cliff (arm)
• Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
11 June *
13 June *
13 June •
18 June *
18 June
25 June *
26 June
26 June *
2 July *
2 July
2 July
2 July •
'3July *
3 July
4 July *
5 July *
6 July *
6 July *
16 July
16 July
17 July *
23 July *
24 July *
24 July *
25 July *
31 July
5 August *
5 August *
6 August •
6 August.*
6 August *
10 August *
21 August *
21 August
21 August *
21 August *
18 July *
18 July *
7 August *
7 August *
7 August *
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Figure 15b.
	
r-Co - Coldingham
	
L_Li - Lindean
	
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
 Kg
- Kilconguhar
N,Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)
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26
June *
June *
June *
June *
June
June *
June
June *


Bve - Balgavies(east)


2 July •


Bvw - Balgavies(west)


2 July


Ree - Rescobie (east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west)


2 July *


Mre - Marlee (east)


3 July *


Mrw - Marlee (west) July3


Cu - Clunie


4 July *


Bu - Butterstone


5 July *


Lw - Lowes


6 July *


Cg - Craiglush


6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg(east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - pavan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - shiel (south)


25 July *


Ml - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall(south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Ine - Insh (east)


18 July *


Inw - Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
	
Du - Duddingston not sampled
	
Ca - Castle not sampled
	
k - Carlingwark not sampled
	
Cn - Cran not sampled
	
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 15c.
,
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - sranxhelmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Hys - St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconguhar
-Lle - Linlithgow (east)
June *11
13
13
18
18
25
26
June *
June *
June *
June
June *
June
.
--Llw- Linlithgow (west) 26 June *


Bve - Balgavies (east) 2 July *


Bvw - Balgavies (west) 2 July


Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *


Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *


Hrw - Marlee (west) 3 July


Cu - Clunie July *4


Bu - Butterstone 5 July *


Lw - Lowes 6 July •


Cg - Craiglush 6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July


Dv - Davan 17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north) July *23


Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July •


141 - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Ine - Insh (east) 18 July *


Inw - Insh (west) 18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August •
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled



Ca - Castle not sampled



Ck - Carlingwark not sampled



Cn - Cran not sampled



Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 16.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June *
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
-Kg - Kilconquhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *
Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *
Ml - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall(north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Ine - Insh (east) 18 July *
Inw - Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 17.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconquhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)
Bve - Balgavies(east)
Bvw - Balgavies(west)


11 June *
13 June *
13 June *
18 June *
18 June
25 June *
26 June
26 June *
2 July *
2 July


Ree - Rescobie (east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west)


2 July *


Mre - Marlee (east)


3 July *


- Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July •


Bu - Butterstone 5 July *


Lw - Lowes


6 July *


Cg - Craiglush


6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - Davan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July *


Ml - Hill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August •
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south)


6 August •
Sj - St John's


10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east)
yc - Veyatie (central)


21 August
21 August
*
Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Inc- Insh (east)


18 July *


Inw- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 18a.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
?Lys- St Mary's (south)
Kg - Rilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)
June *
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June *


Bve - Balgavies(east)


2 July *


Bvw - Balgavies(west)


2 July

Ree - Rescobie(east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie(west)


2 July *


Mre - Marlee (east)


3 July *


Mrw - Harlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July *


Bu - Butterstone


5 July *
Lw - Loves


6 July *


Cg - Craiglush


6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg(east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - Davan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July *


M1 - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *Br - Brow


5 August *As - Asta


6 August *Twn - Tingwall(north)


6 August *Tws - Tingwall(south)


6 August *Sj - St John's


10 August *Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *Ine- Insh (east)


18 July *


Inw- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 18b.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean -
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconquhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)-
Llw - Linlithgow (west)
11
13
13
18
18
25
26
26
June *
June •
June *
June *
June
June *
June
June *


Bve - Balgavies(east) 2 July •


Bvw - Balgavies (west)


2 July


Bee - Rescobie (east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west)


2 July *


Mre - Marlee (east)


3 July *


Mrw - Merles (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July *


Bu - Butterstone


5 July •


Lw - Lowes


6 July *


Cg - Craiglush


6 July •


Sbe - Strathbeg(east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - Davan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July •


Ml - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *Br - Brow


5 August •As - Asta


6 August •Twn - Tingwall (north)


6 August •Tws - Tingwall (south)


6 August *Sj - St John's


10 August *Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *Int- /nsh (east)


18 July *


In4- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampledCn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 19.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June *Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June * •
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconquhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies (west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *
Mrw - Marlee (west) .3July
Cu - Clunie 4 July.*Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Loves 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg (west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July •
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *Ml - Hill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
vyw - Veyatie (west) • 21 August *Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August •
Inc- Insh (east) 18 July *
Ina- Insh (west) 18 July *Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure20a.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June *
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Hys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July •
EMre - Marlee (east)
3 July •
Hrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu Cluni 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July •
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *
Ml - Hill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August •
Int- /nsh (east) 18 July *in,./-Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 20b.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)
Eve - Balgavies(east)
Bvw - Balgavies(west)
Ree - Rescobie (east)
Rew - Rescobie (west)
July *
July
July *
11
13
13
18
18
25
26
26
2
2
2
2
June *
June *
June *
June *
June
June •
June
June *
July


Mre - Marlee (east)


3 July *


Mrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July *


Bu - Butterstone July *5


Lw - Lowes July *6


Cg - Craiglush July *6


Sbe - Strathbeg(east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - pavan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July •


MI - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall(north)


6 August •
Tws - Tingwall (south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Int- Insh (east)


18 July *


Inw- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August •
Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August •
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 21.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *.
Be - Branxholme Easter 13 June •
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Rg - Rilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow (east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow (west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies (east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies (west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *
Kre - Marlee (east) 3 July *
Iftw- Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 JUly •
Cg - Craiglush
Sbe - Strathbeg (east)
6 July *
16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg (west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July •
MI - Mill (open water dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north): 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August •
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Ine- Insh (east) 18 July *
Inw- Insh (west) 18 July •
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled.
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 22.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June •
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June •
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg•- Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie(east) 2 July
Rev - Rescobie (west) 2 July •
fire- Marlee (east) 3 July •
Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July •
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *
Ml - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj L St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Ine- Insh (east) 18 July *
InW- Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August •
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 23.
Co - Coldingham 11 June •
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June *
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
ERg - Eilconguhar
25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - L nlithgow(west) 26 June *
Eve - Balgavies(east) 2 July •
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie(east) 2 July•
Rew - Rescobie(west) 2 July *
Mre - Merles (east) 3 July *
Mrw - Merles (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July •
M1 - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August .*
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
s - Tingwall (south) 6 August •
Sj - St John's 10 August *
F-Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August •
L.Aryc- Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Insh (east) 18 July *
In4- Insh (west) 18 July *
,Cfc- Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 24.
Co - Coldingham
,Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)
11
13
13
18
18
25
26
26
June *
June *
June *
June •
June
June *
June
June *


Bve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *


Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 JUly


Ree - Rescobie(east) 2 July


Rew - Rescobie(west) 2 July *


fire- Marlee (east) 3 July *


Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July


Cu - Clunie 4 July *


Bu - Butterstone , 5 July *


Lw - Lowes 6 July *


Cg - Craiglush 6 July •


Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west) July16


Dv - Davan 17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July •


Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *


Ml - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall(north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall(south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Int- Insh (east) 18 July *


Inv- Insh(west) 18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) . 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled



Ca - Castle not sampled



Ck - Carlingwark not sampled



Cn - Cran not sampled •



Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 25a.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - Branxholme Easter 13 June *
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow (east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow (west) 26 June *
Eve - Balgavies (east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies (west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *
?Iry - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July •
Lw - ',owes 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
Sbe - Strathbeg (east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg (west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north)
[:2
23 July •
ks - Eck (south) 24 July •
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July •
M1 - Mill (open water dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye r Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *int- Insh (east) 18 July *
InW- Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
measured summer P related to the mean annual P
calculated from the loading predicted from land use
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Figure 25b.



Co - Coldingham


11 June *


Li - Lindean


13 June *


Be - BranxholmeEaster


13 June *


Myn - St Mary's (north)


18 June *


ys - St Mary's (south)


18 June


Kg - Kilconguhar


25 June •


Lle - Linlithgow(east)


26 June


Llw - Linlithgow(west)


26 June *


Bye - Balgavies(east)


2 July •


Bvw - Balgavies(west)


2 July


Ree - Rescobie(east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie(west)


2 July *


?ire- Marlee (east)


3 July *


Mrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July •


Bu - Butterstone


5 July •


Lw - Lowes


6 July *


Cg - Craiglush


6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg(east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - pavan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July •


Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July *


MI - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August •
Twn - Tingwall(north)


6 August •
Tws - Tingwall(south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August •
Int- Insh (east)


18 July *


InJ- Insh (west)


18 July •


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
measured summer P related to the predicted mean annual P
corrected for P retention according to Dillon & Rigler
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Figure 26.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholneEaster
Hyn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)
June •
June *
June
June *
June *
11
13
13
18
18
25
26
26
June •
June *
June


Bve - Balgavies(east)


2 July •


Bvw - Balgavies(west)


2 July


Ree - Rescobie (east)


2 July


Rev - Rescobie (west)


2 July *


Mre - Harlee (east)


3 July *


Mrw - Harlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July *


Bu - Butterstone July *5


Lw - Lowes July *6


Cg - Craiglush •


6 July •


Sbe - Strathbeg(east) July16


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - Davan


17 July •


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north)'


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July *


Hl - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east)


. 21 August •
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west) •


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Inc- Insh (east)


18 July *


InW- Insh (west)


18 July •


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 27.


Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *'
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June •
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June •
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies (west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie (east) July2


Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *
Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone July *5


Lw - Lowes 6 July •
Cg - Craiglush July *6


Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
She - Shiel (south) 25 July *
M1 - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July •
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August * •
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August •
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Ine- Insh (east) 18 July */nw- Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled


Ca - Castle not sampled


Ck - Carlingwark not sampled


Cn - Cran not sampled


Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 28a.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June •
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June •
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kci- Kilconquhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 JUne
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie(east) 2 July
Rev - Rescobie (west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July •
Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July •
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July •
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July •
Ml - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August •
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Int- Insh (east) 18 July *
IS- Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August •
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 28b.
Co - Coldingham 11 June •
Li - Lindean 13 June •
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June •
Myn - St Wary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Hary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconguhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie(east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie(west) 2 July *
Mre - Harlee (east) 3 July *
Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July •
Lw - Lowes 6 July *
*Cg - Craiglush 6 July
Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *
MI - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
p - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall(north) 6 August •
Tws - Tingwall(south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
ye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Ine- Insh (east) 18 July *
Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 Augyst •
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 29a.
Co - Coldingham 11 June •
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - Branxholme Easter 13 June *
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Hys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg Kilconguhar 25 June •
Lle - Linlithgow (east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow (west) 26 June *
Bve - Balgavies (east) 2 July •
Bvw - Balgavies (west) 2 July
Hee - Rescobie (east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *
Mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July *
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
sbe - Strathbeg (east) 16 July
Sbw - Strathbeg (west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *
Ml - Mill (open water dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August •
Int- Insh (east) 18 July *
In4- Insh (west) , 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August •
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle 'not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran ' not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure29b.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranmholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)


11
13
13
18
18
25
26
26
June *
JUne •
June *
June *
June
June *
June
June *



2 July •


Bve - Balgavies(east)
Bvw - Balgavies(west)


2 July


Bee - Rescobie (east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west)


2 July *


Mre - Marlee (east)


3 July *


Mrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July *


Bu - Butterstong


5 July *


Lw - Lowes


6 July *


Cg - Craiglush


6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg(east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - Davan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn'-Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July *


MI - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Int.-Insh (east)


18 July *


Ind- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not
Ca - Castle not
Ck - Carlingwark not
Cn - Cran not
Fm - Flemington not
sampled
7 August *
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sampled
sampled
sampled
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Figure 30.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - Branxholme Easter
Myn - St MarYie (north)
?Sys - St Mary's (south)
June *
11
13
13
18
18
June *
June *
June *
June


Kg - Kilconquhar


25 June *


Lle - Linlithgow (east)


26 June


Llw - Linlithgow (west)


26 June *


Bve - Balgavies (east)


2 July *


Bvw - Balgavies (west)


2 July


Ree - Rescobie (east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west)


2 July *


Mre - Marlee (east)


3 July *


Mrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie July •4


Bu - Butterstone


5 JUly *


Lw - Lowes


6 July •


Cg - Craiglush


6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg (east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg (west)


16 July


Dv - Davan


17 July •


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July •


She - Shiel (south)


25 July *


MI - Mill (open water dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south)


6 August •
Sj - St John's


10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Ine- /nsh (east)


18 July *


Inv- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre) *7 August


Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm .-Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 31.
	
Co - Coldingham
	
Li - Lindean
	
'Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
 Kg
- Kilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)


11
13
13
18
18
25
26
26
June *
June *
June *
June *
June
June *
June
June *


Bve - Balgavies(east) July *2


Bvw - Balgavies(west) July2


Ree - Rescobie(east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie(west) July *2


Mre - Marlee (east) July •3


-Mrw - Marlee (west) July3


Cu - Clunie July *4


Bu - Butterstone July *5


-Lw - Lowes


6 July *


- Cg - Craiglush July •6


Sbe - Strathbeg(east) July16


Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - Davan July •17


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north) July •24


Shs - Shiel (south) July *25


MI - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
- --Tun - Tingwall(north)


6 August •
Tws - Tingwall(south)


6 August *
sj - St John's


10 August *


-Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *


Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


L.--Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *


- Veyatie(arm)


21 August *


[
Vya
Ine- Insh (east)


18 July *


Inw- Insh (west)-


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 32.
Co - Coldingham 11 June *
Li - Lindean 13 June *
Be - BranxholmeEaster 13 June *
Myn - St Mary's (north) 18 June *
Mys - St Mary's (south) 18 June
Kg - Kilconquhar 25 June *
Lle - Linlithgow(east) 26 June
Llw - Linlithgow(west) 26 June *
Bye - Balgavies(east) 2 July *
Bvw - Balgavies(west) 2 July
Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July
Rew - Rescobie(west) 2 July *
Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *
Hrw - Marlee (west) 3 July
Cu - Clunie 4 July *
Bu - Butterstone 5 July *
Lw - Lowes 6 July •
Cg - Craiglush 6 July *
-Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July
- Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July
Dv - Davan 17 July *
Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July •
Eks - Eck (south) 24 July *
Shn - Shiel (north) 24 July *
Shs - Shiel (south) 25 July *
MI - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July
Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
--Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall(north) 6 Auguet *
Tws - Tingwall(south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August
Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *
Ine- Insh (east) 18 July *
In4- Insh (west) 18 July *
Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 33.
•
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)


11
13
13
18
18
25
26
26
June •
June *
June *
June •
June
June *
June
June *


Bve = Balgavies(east)


2 July *


Bvw - Balgavies(west)


2 July


Ree - Rescobie (east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west)


2 July *


..Mre- Marlee (east)


3 July *


Hrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July *


Bu - Butterstone July *5


Lw - Lowes


6 July •


Cg - Craiglush


6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg(east)


16 July •
Sbw - Strathbeg(west)


16 July


Dv - Davan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


rEks - Eck (south)


24 July *


I-Shn- Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south) July *25


M1 - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
TWU - Tingwall(north)


6 August *
-Tws - Tingwall(south)


6 August *
--Sj - St John's


10 August4
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


-Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Ine- Insh (east)


18 July *


Ina- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August •
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 *August
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Figure 34.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)


11 June •
13 June *
13 June *
18 June *
18 june


Kg - Kilconguhar


25 June *


Lle - Linlithgow (east)
[


26 June


Llw - Linlithgow (west)


26 June *


Bve - Balgavies (east)


2 July •


Bvw - Balgavies (west)


2 July


Ree - Rescobie (east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west)


2 July •


Mre - Marlee (east)


3 July •


Mrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July *


Bu - Butterstone


5 July *


Lw - Lowes


6 July *


Cg - Craiglush


6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg (east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg (west)


16 July


Dv - Davan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July *


Ml - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *


5 August *Br - Brow
As - Asta


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August •
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
/nc- Insh (east)


18 July *


Inw- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 35.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
Myn - St Mary's (north)
Mys - St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)
Bve - Balgavies(east)
Bvw - Balgavies(west)
11
13
13
18
18
25
26
26
2
2
June •
June *
June *
June *
June
June *
June
June *
July *
July


Ree - Rescobie (east) 2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west) 2 July *


Mre - Marlee (east) 3 July *


mrw - Marlee (west) 3 July


Cu - Clunie . 4 July *


Su - Butterstone 5 July •


Lw - Lowes 6 July *


Cg - Craiglush 6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg(east) 16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west) 16 July


Dv - pavan 17 July *


r-Ekn - Eck (north) 23 July *


1--Eks- Eck (south) 24 July *


Shn - shiel (north) 24 July *


Shs - shiel (south) 25 July *


Mi - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie 5 August *
Br - Brow 5 August *
As - Asta 6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north) 6 August *
Tws - Tingwall (south) 6 August *
Sj - St John's 10 August *


--
vye - Veyatie (east) 21 August *


Vyc - Veyatie (central) 21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west) 21 August *


Vya - Veyatie (arm) 21 August *


Ins- Insh (east) 18 July *


Iny./-Insh (west) 18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre) 7 August *


--Cfa - Cliff (arm) 7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence) 7 August *
Du - Duddingston not sampled



Ca - Castle not sampled



Ck - Carlingwark not sampled



Cn - Cran not sampled



Fm - Flemington not sampled
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Figure 36.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - Branxholme Easter
Myn - St Mary's (north)
}Ws - St Mary's (south)


11
13
13
18
18
June •
June *
June *
June *
June


Kg - Kilconguhar


25 June *


Lle - Linlithgow (east)


26 June


Llw - Linlithgow (west)


26 June •


Bve - Balgavies (east)


2 July *


Bvw - Balgavies (west)


2 July


Kee - Rescobie (east)


2 July


Rew - Rescobie (west)


2 July *


Bre - Marlee (east)


3 July *


Mrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie


4 July •


Bu - Butterstone


5 July *


Lw - Lowes


6 July •


Cg - Craiglush


6 July *


Sbe - Strathbeg (east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg (west)


16 July


Dv - Davan


17 July *


Ekm - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north)


24 July *


Shs - Shiel (south)


25 July *


Ml - Mill (open water dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall (north)


6 August *
Tves- Tingwall (south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Inc- Insh (east)


18 July *


Ing- Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August •
Cfe - Cliff (c/e confluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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Figure 37.
Co - Coldingham
Li - Lindean
Be - BranxholmeEaster
June *
11
13
13
18
18
25
26
26
June *
June *
June *
June
June *
June
June *


Myn - St Mary's (north)
'Sys- St Mary's (south)
Kg - Kilconguhar
Lle - Linlithgow(east)
Llw - Linlithgow(west)
Bve - Balgavies(east) July *2


Bvw - Balgavies(west) July2


Ree - Rescobie(east) July2


Rew - Rescobie(west)


2 July *


Mre - Marlee (east)


3 July *


Mrw - Marlee (west)


3 July


Cu - Clunie July *4


Bu - Butterstone July •5


Lw - Lowes July *6


Cg - Craiglush July *6


Sbe - Strathbeg(east)


16 July


Sbw - Strathbeg(west) July16


Dv - Davan


17 July *


Ekn - Eck (north)


23 July *


Eks - Eck (south)


24 July *


Shn - Shiel (north) July *24


Shs - Shiel (south) July *25


M1 - Mill (openwater dip only) 31 July


Sp - Spiggie


5 August *
Br - Brow


5 August *
As - Asta


6 August *
Twn - Tingwall(north)


6 August *
Tws - Tingwall(south)


6 August *
Sj - St John's


10 August *
Vye - Veyatie (east)


21 August *
Vyc - Veyatie (central)


21 August


Vyw - Veyatie (west)


21 August *
Vya - Veyatie (arm)


21 August *
Ine - Insh (east) July *18


Inw - Insh (west)


18 July *


Cfc - Cliff (centre)


7 August *
Cfa - Cliff (arm)


7 August *
Cfe - Cliff (c/econfluence)
Du - Duddingston not sampled
Ca - Castle not sampled
Ck - Carlingwark not sampled
Cn - Cran not sampled
Fm - Flemington not sampled
7 August *
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